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Prize winner
primes crowd
for debate
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was
among the best American presidents: And neither Al Gore nor
George W. Bush can compare,
said Pulitzer-Prize winning
author Arthur M. Schlesinger,
Jr.
Schlesinger, former adviser
to Democratic President John
F. Kennedy, gave a free public lecture at Centre College's
Norton Center for the Arts on
Monday as part of the college's preparations for the Oct.
5 vice-presidential debate on
campus.
Schlesinger accused Gore,
the Democratic nominee, and
Bush, the GOP nominee, of
ignoring several important
issues. Among those, future
U.S. Supreme Court appointments, foreign policy, the widening gap between rich and poor
and campaign-finance reform.
He predicted that Democratic nominee Al Gore will defeat
Republican nominee George W.
Bush by a narrow margin on
Nov. 7 election because the
national economy is strong.
Schlesinger said Abraham
Lincoln, George Washington
and Franklin Delano Roosevelt
were the greatest presidents,
he said.
"I see no resemblance of
them with Gore or Bush,"
Schlesinger said.

E-mail group
presents
standards
WASHINGTON (AP) — Getting "spammed" is the price
of using e-mail, it seems.
As mounds of unwanted
messages pile up in inboxes,
hawking anything from debt
reduction to weight reduction,
some large e-mail marketing
companies want to make sure
four-letter words of frustration
aren't directed at them or their
clients.
The Responsible Electronic
Communications Alliance — a
new group of 15 companies that
includes DoubleClick, 24/7
Media, Bigfoot Interactive and
ClickAction Inc. — proposed
privacy standards Monday that
it hopes will cut down on Internet spam.
The group presented the
standards at an industry trade
show in Boston as sort of a
"Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval" for Internet direct
advertisers.
The proposal:
—Bans advertisers from
sending solicitations to consumers without consent.
—Allows consumers to
remove themselves from mailing lists.
—Restricts e-mail to relevant
content.
—Requires members to
state how the information customers provide will be used.
"We think this is going to
have a major impact and eliminate a lot of the clutter in
mailboxes," said
people's
Wolf.
lawyer
Christopher
alliance president.
The plan is still in draft
form, and a final proposal will
not be approved before next
year.
VV1 /111111Z
Tonight...Clear. Low 40 to
45 Calm wind.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
High 70 to 75.
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Funds removed to aid ill workers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional negotiators reached an
impasse Monday and deleted the
compensation for ill nuclear
weapons plant workers that had
been inserted by the Senate into
a big military,.bill.
The Defense Authorization Act
had been viewed by advocates as
their best vehicle to swift passage,
so the decision was a serious setback to their efforts.
Lawmakers from states where
workers unknowingly were exposed

to health-robbing radiation, beryllium and other dangerous substances during the Cold War era
are not giving up. They said they
would try to find another way to
get a program enacted before the
congressional session ends in the
next three weeks.
Union lobbyist Richard Miller
said he told Senate negotiators
there was no point to continuing
talks with House conference committee members. He described a
counterproposal as unacceptable.

"It woold have provided no benefits. no funding and no program."
he said.
The talks collapsed down just
days after Energy Secretary Bill
Richaidson and stricken workers
pleaded with a House committee
to approse a program this year..
Richardson said he had heard
report 1 the breakdown Monday
and called the development "a
great disappointment to our Cold
War heroes."
After fhuisday's hearing, sub-

committee chairman Lamar Smith.
R-Texas, said he expected something for the workers would be
included in the defense bill.
Karen Long, legislative director to Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky..
said the impasse came after the
House negotiators refused to include
in the bill mandatory funding for
a compensation program.
Whitfield's district includes the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant.
It had a history of failing to tell
workers what they were handling.

ailing lo piolcct Mein how expo
sure and failing to keep adequate
records about exposure.
The proposed provisions would
have given sick workers at those
and other sites in the weapons
complex lit etime medical benefits.
plus at least $2(K).000 per person
to make up for their shortened
work lie,e. and lost wages.
The Congressional Iiii,h!et Office

III See Page 2

MSU debate
addresses
alcohol vote
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
One side said selling alcoholic beverages by the drinks
in certain local restaurants will create more jobs, businesses and revenue; reduce t4 chances of drinking and
driving after a night down Outh; and give people the
choice of whether or not to drink.
There will be more impaired drivers on city streets;
an increase in alcohol-related crimes; and no guarantee
of an economic boost, argued the other side.
In a scene likely to be played out large and small in
coming weeks, two residential college teams from Murray State University debated the same issue Murray voters will face in the Nov. 7 general election.
The question - whether drinks should be sold in restaurants seating at least 100 people and garnering at least
70 percent of the gross revenue from food sales - came
during Monday night's debate in the Curtis Center Theater.
About two-thirds of the 100 or so spectators decided
the affirmative team of Kiley Newell and Erin Kelly of
Hester Residential College won the parliamentary-style
debate over Clark College's Mike Horner and Grant
Quertermous Jr.
In her opening remarks, Kelly compared the question
of drinking responsibly to going into the sun without
staying long enough to get burned or watching a movie
without turning into a couch potato.
"Most of us are capable of doing these things." said
the sophomore French and global studies major from St.
Louis.
Kelly noted that individual responsibility will be needed and moderation can be obtained by educating people
about drinking.
Misuse "is the source of drinking problems," she said.
Quertermous, a junior history major from Paducah.
said a U.S. Department of Justice statistic showed an
estimated 40 percent of crimes involve alcohol. He said
other statistics showed alcohol-related accidents would
increase, putting Murray's and MSU's reputations as a
safe city and campus in jeopardy.
"You have to look at it as a moral issue." he added.
During the team cross examination period, Quertermous and team captain Horner. a freshman political science major from St. Louis, said areas that went completely "wet" saw an increase in crimes.
The affirmative side, in reply, asked if such an increase
happened in areas that just became "moist," referring to

• See Page 2
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ple of minutes between classes catching up on the steps of Pogue Library Monday. The weather forecast calls for more cool temperatures.

Morehead plans alcohol vote
In conMOREHEAD, K.(AP)
liquor
allow
to
vote
1982
a
to
trast
sales in the city limits, a referendum
to be decided Tuesday has been a quiet
one. There have been no radio commercials and only one newspaper advertisement urging the 3,258 registered
voters to turn out.
Claude Witt of Louisville, director
of the Temperance League of Kentucky, said nobody told him there was
a liquor-by-the-drink vote in Morehead.
"If we don't know about it, we
can't beat them.- Witt said. "If they're
that quiet about it, they've got their
ducks in line."
The measure, if approved, would
allow restaurants and bars that seat

100 and dense SO percent ot theiy
income from food to sell liquor by
the drink.
Morehead restaurants now serve wine
and beer, but not liquor. A petition
drive was undertaken after a study suggested it would help attract upscale
chain restaurants. said Sheree Winkler.
executive director of the Morehead
Tourism Commission.
The commission supports the referendum. %kinkier said an architect currently.. is doing site analysis for a new
conference center in Morehead.
"Also, we're a college town," she
said. Despite having legal liquor for
nearly two decades, students at Morehead State I'n1SCINItS still call it a

Health insurance
company returns
to Kentucky

Most burley
tobacco cut
across state
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)--Cutting of Kentucky's burley tobacco crop is winding down, but half
the corn crop is unharvested and
only a fraction of soybeans have
been harvested, a crop-reporting
service said Monday.
Ninety-one percent of burley
tobacco was cut as of Sunday,
compared with 93 percent last
year and an 82 percent five-year
average, according to the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service.
Housed tobacco continues to
cure well, although some tobacco
growers are concerned that their
leaf is curing too fast, the report
said. Many producers reported
excellent color on the housed tobac-

FRANKFORT, Ky. CM') - One of the do/ens of health insurance
companies that fled Kentucky after its failed experiment with insurance reform says it will aeain offer coverage. a mote hailed by most
state officials.
Deputy insurance commissioner Janie 'Miller Vara the decision by
Fortis Health to offer a traditional fee-tor-sert ice insurance policy
across the state could mark the return of competition to Kentucky
-We think other companies will take a look at Kentucky.- Miller
said Monday. "I think this will he the beginning."
State Sen. Ernesto Scorsone. 1)-1,exington, tempered his enthusi-

CO.

The condition of housed tobacco was 55 percent good, 23 percent fair, 16 percent excellent. 5
percent poor and 1 percent very
poor.
Meanwhile, 50 percent of the
state's corn crop was harvested
as of Sunday, down from 80 percent at the same time a year ago.

▪ See Page 2

But she said Iles.,
''suitcase
restaurants also might help keep stu
dents in town for weekends.
About 150 students hat e registered
to tote in the election. said Ross an County Clerk Jean Bailey.
Morehead Mayor Bradley Collins said
he thinks many residents has e lived
with legal liquor for IS Years and
probably don't see Tuesday's ote as
a big issue.
'I'm not saying I feel this way
the mayor said, "hut a lot of the
response sCents to be that it's ahead
here, so why fight
Collins said he expected local churches to rally around -the dry faction.
hut this time they haven't done that.''

BERNARD KANEledger & Times photo
PARTING THE WATERS...Piyanadh Buaphon of Thailand
practices her balancing skills as she creates a dry path
on her way home from class during a rain Monday afternoon on Main Street in Murray.

'e want insurance companies doing business in Kentucky The
"1.1
question is what kind of business are they looking for and w hat kinds
of underwriting practices are thcy. going to tollow." Scorsone said "If
the only thing we're going to get is cherry. picking. that's not going
It) help the state.It was cherry-picking. or the practice of covering young. healthy
people and leaving others to fend for themseltes. that prompted the
General Assembly in 1994 to require insurance companies to cover
anyone who could pay the premium and also limited the rates theyr
could charge It began an exodus that has seen more than 60 insurance companies quit offering health insurance policies in Kentucky..
mostly to individuals and small groups.
The 2000 General Assembly took many of the restrictions off insurance companies and created a state-run pool to provide coverage to
people with high risk conditions. The pool coverage will cost more
than coverage from a company. hut will also he underwritten by a
subsidy from the state's share of the national settlement with ciga-

MI See Page 2
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rette manufacturers.
The high-risk pool is supposed
to be up and running in January.
which is when Fortis hopes to
begin offering coverage, said
spokeswoman Michelle Love-Johnson.
RBuford,
Tom
Sen.
Nicholasville, said he is glad con-.
sumers will have more options.
but still is concerned the high-risk
pool will be expensive and not
provide adequate coverage.
At the time of their departure.
Fortis and a related company, John
Alden Life Insurance Co., covered
almost 20,000 people. Love-Johnson said.
Love-Johnson said she could
not discuss what policies might
be available or potential costs until
state regulators approved the packages. She said insurance policies
would be available through a regular network of agents who sell

III
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From Page 1
estimated that measure would have
cost taxpayers $1.7 billion over
10 years. It never has been established with certainty how many
of the 600,000 people who worked
at the weapons plants were harmed
by on-the-job exposure.
Sen. George Voinovich. R-Ohio.
was among the senators who
advised the conferees to give up

Fortis and related company prodthe referendum's limit on where
ucts.
drinks
could be sold.
regthe
that
"We are optimistic
The
negative side also noted
drawill
enacted
changes
ulatory
that nothing in the new law allowmatically improve the climate for
customers and insurance carriers," ing local-option votes provides for
Fortis Health President Ben Cut- education.
"We promote education" withler said in a written statement.
out
removing choices, the affirabout
are
Miller said there
mative
replied.
the
in
are
who
100.000 people
"What we are supporting is the
individual market. mostly selfemployed people. There are two choice. Alcohol use, not abuse,"
companies that now offer cover- Newell said later during the audience question-and-answer session.
age to those individuals — Anthem "You can drink
without making
Blue Cross-Blue Shield and bad decisions."
KenHumana. But not all areas of
The negative team also questucky are covered.
tioned
their opponents' claim that
"If you're one of those 100,000
would create more jobs.
passage
choice.
and you don't have any
Horner
asked
the other side for
Miller
issue."
it's a fairly serious
statistics about the city's -4inemsaid.
Miller said five other compa- ployment rate, implying that it was
low.
nies have also been in touch with
If there are going to be more
about
Insurance
of
Department
the
jobs.
Horner said, "shouldn't you
to
possibly returning to the statehave
people
to go to these jobs?"
offer health policies.
Homer and Quertermous also
asked for statistics showing what
kind of economic impact going
wOuld have.
The affirmative side replied that
a handful of restaurant representheir efforts, for now, said press
tatives have already contacted John
secretary Scott Milburn.
Williams. president of the MurOhio is home to the Portsmouth
ray-Calloway
County Chamber of
Gaseous Diffusion Plant, about 60
Commerce, about possibly locatmiles south of Columbus.
ing here.
Some workers there were
Newell and Kelly noted that
exposed to plutonium and uranirestaurant
owners can be held liable
um without protective clothing.
for customers who are served too
where
the
and to several sites
much alcohol. Both said they have
deadly metal beryllium was
worked
at restaurants that serve
processed for nuclear weapons.
alcohol and that they are trained
to detect people who have had
too much to drink and can cut
off service to them.
One spectator, who said she too
avoid having to control the Spending of these parent-led organizations.
"The booster clubs are going to
have to understand that there are
some regulations that they're going
ATLANTA (AP) — A dispute
to have to adhere to and they don't
over
a new wartime memoir has
control those regulations. you control them," Stout said. "And if cast a spotlight on the enduring bethey're willing to do that, the pro- lief that the Nazis made soap from
the bodies of Jews — something
gram can survive."
that
Holocaust scholars largely disStout's comments came during
discussion of a new policy that miss as myth.
The U.S. Holocaust Memorial
would give the board oversight of
booster club fund raising and Museum has denied a book-signing
spending and mandate that the for an Atlanta man whose memoir
clubs report their membership and tells the story of an uncle who says
Nails forced him to make soap
budgets to school officials.
from humans at Auschwitz.

KHSAA to rein in boosters
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
Fayette County Board of Education
needs to begin monitoring and reining in booster-club spending, which
at several schools totals hundreds
. of thousands of dollars a year, according to the head of the state high
school athletics association.
Louis Stout, executive director
of the Kentucky High School Athletic Association, chastised board
members Monday night, saying
that he thought they were trying to
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has worked at restaurants that serve
alcohol, said some customers might
become angry and leave without
paying, forcing the waitress to pay
for their bill. Kelly noted that that
is an issue already present in any
restaurant.
Another spectator asked why
waitresses would need such training if people were making responsible decisions.
"Some people can't handle it,"
Horner noted later.
In his team's closing remarks,
Horner said allowing drinks in
restaurants here would encourage
people to drink while being seated, then leaving as the alcohol
starts to circulate through the body.
He also noted that there would

be few benefits to college students, who would have to pay $2
to $4 per drink instead of driving
20 minutes to Tennessee to pay
less for more alcohol.
"No one is holding you back
from drinking," he said.
Newell, in her team's closing,
agreed.
"People who are going to drink
arc going to drink," Newell said,
noting she is promoting being given
a choice. Those who drink and
drive should be punished.
But people are already violating the drinking-and-driving laws
now,and passage of the local-option
issue will mean people will be on
the roads less, she said.

Museum officials told Ben
Hirsch he couldn•t sign copies of
his memoir. "Hearing a Different
Drummer,- there after the museum's senior historian read the book
and questioned the accuracy of the
soap-making passages.
"Singling out a memoir for a
book signing implies a level of endorsement of its contents." said
Mary Morrison, a spokeswoman
for the museum. "The combination
of all available evidence doesn't
draw one to the conclusion that this
happened."
Historians have never been able
to prove, or disprove, that Nazis
used human fat to make soap.
Many say the tales are likely just
rumors so gruesome that they're
still perpetuated nearly 60 years
later.
But Hirsch, whose parents and
two siblings died in concentration

camps. says his book offers new
evidence — excerpts from unpublished memoirs that his uncle typed
in broken English.
"How dare you say that it didn't
happen when you say there's not
enough proof," Hirsch, 08, said
Monday. "I just can't imagine anybody writing a memoir and saying
they made soap if they didn't. It's
not something to be proud of."
Historians have documented
many Nazi atrocities — of Jews
killed in gas chambers and used as
subjects in strange experiments.
Their hair and gold fillings were removed for industrial use. And in at
least one instance the skin of Jews
was used to make lampshades.
Raul Hilberg, considered the
dean of Holocaust scholars, said rumors that Nazis made soap from
human fat started circulating in Poland in 1942.
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POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Murray Police Department
• Melissa G. Cheatham, 26. of Broad Street, was arrested Monday afternoon on a charge of theft by unlawful taking more than $300 for allegedly leaving the Wal-Mart Supercenter on North 12th Street without paying for the items. She was released from the Callov;ay County Jail Monday night on an unsecured $1,000 bond.
• Terry Reynolds of South Eighth Street reported at 10:42 a.m. Monday
that a 9 mm pistol, valued at $170, was taken from under the seat of his
truck.
(Information gatheredfrom logs, citations and/or reportsfrom respective agencies.)
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Police Chief Larry Downs said
the marchers will not be allowed to
use Main or Walnut streets — the
two busiest thoroughfares on campus — because large sections of
both streets will be closed to the
public for security reasons.
The Rev. Patrick Delahanty,
chairman of the death-penalty,
group, said he believes the attempt
to route the groups through a neighborhood violates their rights to free
speech.
Carl Wedekind, who is directing
the coalition's campaign to abolish
the death penalty, said group members don't want to cause too much
trouble but will file a federal lawsuit if they, Danville officials and
debate organizers cannot agree.
"We're going to be reasonable
and we ask them to be reasonable
as well," he said.
Lee Burkett, a Centre student
and a member of the Committee fat
Open Debates, said some memberi
of that group are very upset about
the routing. However, Burkett said
he is just pleased the group is geti
ting to march.

•Burley ...
From Page 1
the report said. The five-year average is 45 percent. Many producers in western Kentucky reporteij
that their corn harvesting was coil
pleted.
Soybean harvesting has started,
with 5 percent of the crop cut se
far, the report said. That compares
to 20 percent last year and 6 percent for the five-year average.
The soybean crop was rated 48
percent good, 26 percent fair, 21
percent excellent, 2 percent poor
and 1 percent very Floor.
. Pasture conditions were rated
58 percent good, 24 percent fair.
10 percent excellent, 6 percent
poor and 2 percent very poor.
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DANVILLE. Ky. (APi
Groups planning to protest outside
the vice presidential debate at Centre College next week are objecting
to parade routes assigned by police
away from the two main streets on
campus.
Police and Centre officials say
protesters are being steered away
from areas that will be off-limits to
the public before and during the debate, to ensure that people and
emergency vehicles can move easily through town.
Centre spokeswoman Patsi
Trollinger said the school is going
out of its way to make sure protesters are heard. The school will provide them a public address system
and put them close to the media,
she said.
But some protesters say the
move is an attempt to stifle them by
keeping them away from parts of
the campus where large crowds
will gather and candidates will
piss.
At least two groups have asked
to parade to the campus and then
have rallies on the night of the debate — the Kentucky Coalition to
Abolish the Death Penalty and the
Committee for Open Debates, a
grassroots organization that wants
third-party candidates included in
the debate.
Both groups prefer a route down
Main Street to campus, past the
Norton Center where the debate
will be. and then to the protest area
at a campus football field. The
school will place a large-screen
television at the protest area so people can watch the Oct. 5 debate.
The route mapped by Danville
police instead will take protesters
through a residential neighborhood
and then onto campus. ,
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Supreme Court race still up in the air
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Incumbent Justice James Keller
and longtime Republican candidate Larry Forgy are locked in a

statistical dead heat in the race
for Central Kentucky's seat on the
state Supreme Court, according to
a new poll.

As many voters as favor either
candidate are undecided or sitting
out the nonpartisan race, accord-

ing to the poll conducted for the
Lexington
Herald-Leader and
WKYT-TV.
Of 847 likely voters polled ear-

Tourism plan for eastern Kentucky unveiled
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) — Economic leaders unveiled a strategy
on Monday meant to generate more
tourism in Kentucky's Appalachian counties.
The latest plan recommends
establishing "corridor teams" made
up of local leaders along the
region's seven primary highways.
Those teams would develop marketing strategies that would benefit all the cities and counties along
the highways in eastern and southern Kentucky, said Hilda Legg,
executive director of the Center
for Rural Development in Somer-

set.
She said the strategy would allow
small-town tourism bureaus to work
together to market the region's
attractions.
The tourism push comes on the
heels of Kentucky PRIDE — a
massive cleanup effort aimed at
ridding the region of illegal roadside garbage dumps.
U.S. Rep. Harold -Hal" Rogers,
R-Ky., said the push tci clean up
the region is succeeding.
"The time has come to roll out
the welcome mat." Rogers told

about 140 leaders of the region's
tourism industry who gathered at
the Center for Rural Development
on Monday.
The Center for Rural Development, which has a broader mission of promoting economic development in the region, is paying
for the tourism initiative with a
$500,000 grant from the U.S. Economic Development Administration.
With the strategy complete, Legg
said she would begin pushing for
more marketing of the region, which

she wants to promote as the Kentucky Highlands and Lakes National Heritage Area.
"We want to get people here,
and keep them for a week or two
when they come." said Robin
McDaniel, communications director for the Center for Rural Development.
The highways looked at in the
study were the Mountain Parkway,
Daniel Boone Parkway, Interstate
75, U.S. 23. U.S. 25E/U.S. 119,
Kentucky 27/Kentucky 90 and U.S.
80.

Guard accused of having sex with Smith
COLUMBIA. S.C. (AP) — A
second prison guard has been arrested for allegedly having sex with
Susan Smith, who is serving a life
sentence for drowning her two
sons in a lake.
Capt. Alfred R. Rowe Jr. was
charged Monday with ,one count
of sexual intercourse with an
inmate, punishable by up to 10 years
in prison. His arraignment was

scheduled for Tuesday.
Smith told investigators she had
sex with Rowe at the Women's
Correctional Institution between
July and August. He confessed,
according • to an arrest warrant.
A woman who answered at a
Columbia telephone number given
for Rowe said he did not live
there.
Prosecutors said Rowe was a
supervisor who worked with the

Corrections Department about 13
years.
Charges that another guard, Lt.
Houston Cagle, had sex with Smith
triggered the investigation that
revealed the second encounter.
The first encounter was discovered when Smith was treated
for a sexually transmitted disease,
prosecutors have said. Corrections
Department
spokesman
John

Barkley rei used to comment on
whether she had a sexually transmitted disease but said Smith was
not pregnant.

her this month. 33 percent said expected Forgy to hold an edge.
"I knew I was ahead of him,
they would choose Forgy. a Lexington lawyer and former Repub- and I believe it is substantial," Forgy
lican candidate for governor. and said. "I'v e got a good feeling."
Forgy's campaign started adver30 percent said they would choose
Keller. a former Fayette County tising on talk-radio stations in Cencircuit court judge.
tral Kentucky earlier this month
and soon will expand into televifor
the
7
election
But the Nov.
court's 5th District seat remains sion and newspapers. That gives
up for grabs. Forgy's lead falls him a head start on Keller, who
well within the poll's error mar- said his campaign is launching its
first advenising — television comgin of 3.4 percentage points.
Also. 29 percent of those polled mercials — this week.
Forgy is more politically expesaid they were undecided. That
rienced.
Keller conceded.
didn't surprise either of the can"It's not really unexpected."
didates. Judicial elections — even
for the state's most powerful court Keller said. "He's been running
— are relati% ely quiet affairs, muf- for elected office for 15 years. He
fled by strict conduct rules and has a lot of name recognition
easily overlooked given the heat because of that. Frankly. I feel
and noise of this fall's presiden- pretty good about basically beine
tial and congressional races. There even with him at this point."
In one area, Keller holds an
hasn't been much campaign advertising or press coverage in the advantage he could press: 90 percent of respondents said expericourt race so far.
In follow-up interviews, even ence on the bench was very or
some of the people who favored somewhat important in their choice
Forgy or Keller said they knew of a justice.
little about the candidates or the
Keller. was a trial judge for 22
Supreme Court. Their preference years until G3V. Paul Patton named
often was based on whose name him to the Supreme Court last
they recognited.
year to fill a vacancy. ['orgy hasBoth candidate. said they n't been a judge.

Smith was sentenced to life in
prison after drowning her two sons
in a South Carolina lake in 1994.
She had staged the boys' disappearance as a kidnapping and pleaded tearfully for their safe return
on national television broadcasts.

...In Celebration of our
NEW LOCATION

ANYONE WITH UNPAID
LATE CHARGES...
We're Wiping The Slate Clean!

Pilot discharged for refusing vaccination
DOVER, Del. (AP) — Another active duty pilot at Dover Air
Force Base has been discharged
for disobeying an order to receive
an anthrax vaccination, a newspaper reported Tuesday.
Former 1st Lt. Jamie C. Maryen three
tin, 27. said he w
shots at the base last ear and
refused the fourth in the •x-shot
series in May after e got sick.
elaware State
Martin told t

News that he developed severe
headaches, dizziness, muscle aches
and ringing in his ears. He said
the side effects continued for
months, but doctors told him they
could find nothing wrong with
him.
Martin said his offer to resign
was refused and he received an
honorable discharge, effective Sept.
I. He said he now flies for a pri-

vate charter service in Tennessee.
Base spokesman Maj. Frank
Smolinsky confirmed Martin had
been discharged, but declined to
discuss specifics.
The military plans to inoculate
all 2.4 million of its employees
worldwide to protect them from
the odorless, colorless biological
weapon. But dwindling supplies
of the vaccine this summer forced

the Pentagon to scale back its
plans.
Former Maj. Sonnie C. Bates
was ousted from the 'Dover base
on ,March 30 for refusing to submit to the %accine program.
About 200 to 3(X) service personnel have disobeyed the order.
Some have been prosecuted, and
some reservists have quit instead
of taking the shots.

WE ARE GOING TO
WAIVE ALL FEESP

Biotech endorses controls on crops
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
group representing the biotechnology industry endorsed proposals by
Kraft Foods to tighten controls on
genetically engineered crops in the
wake of a recall of taco shells made
with corn that isn't approved for
human consumption.
In a letter Monday to federal
regulators, the Biotechnology Industry Organization agreed that
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farmers shouldn't be allowed to
grow a crop that isn't approved for
food use. That was one of four recommendations that Kraft made to
the Food and Drug Administration
in announcing the recall on Friday.
The biotech group, which represents more than 900 companies, research institutions and affiliated organizations, said that "consumer
confidence in the safety of all food

products must be our first and only
priority."
The biotech corn used in the
taco shells is only approved for animal feed because of unresolved
questions about its potential to
cause allergic reactions in people.
The group also backed Kraft's
other recommendations, including
one calling for mandatory review
of all new biotech crops, something

the FDA itself proposed in May,
and another urging the government
not to approve new crops unless
there is a proven method of testing
for their genetic material.
"As the science develops, refinements to the regulatory process
may be necessary and desirable to
keep pace with the science and to
continue to provide for the safety of
the food supply," the letter said.
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VIDEO SUPERSTORE
714 NORTH 12th STREET
MURRAY, KY • 753-7670
JCPenney Shopping Center
'Fees will be waived up to $10000 maximum
the last 12 month time period

•

o
Inventory Reduction Sale i
All Departments In True Value Hardware Store Only

OTO off
STOREWIDE
SEPTEMBER 27TH THRU 30TH
WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT. ONLY

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
(Excludes Outdoor Division)

CHESTNUT STREET• MURRAY, KY •(270)753-2571 • HOURS: MON.-SAT 7:30-5:00
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Book shares memories

Sentiments adorn buildings
WASHINGTON (AP) — About
a century ago, the American capital pulled itself out of the swamps
and briar patches in which it had
been raised and began to develop
a severe case of edifice complex.
The malady had a side effect:
the apparently irresistible urge to
adorn the new buildings with lofty
musings. carved in stone for the
ages under the roof lines of the
government departments. train stations and post offices of the newly
confident city.
"They are never alone that are
accompanied with noble thoughts,reads one of hundreds of inscriptions at the 1897 Library of Congress..building, this one painted
on an interior wall under the image
of a suitably high-minded lateVictorian woman.
Some inscriptions advertise the
government functions going on —
or being aimed at -- inside the
marble or granite or limestone
facades.
"Equal Justice Under law.- reads
the inscription above the Corinthian columns at the Supreme Court.
The inscription high on a curved
wall at the old headquarters of
the Post Office reads like a highflown and hard-sell advertisement:
"The Post Office Department in
its ceaseless labors pervades every
channel of commerce and ever
channel of human enterprise and
... mingles with the throbbing of
every heart in the land in the
amplitude of its beneficiences.At the National Archives, the ruling inscription reads: "What is
past is prologue.- According to a
history of the place. a Washington cab driver once translated that
as, "You ain't seen nothin' set.The monuments also tell their
stories, often with simple eloquence.
as at the Lincoln Memorial: "In
this temple --- As in the hearts
of the People - For Whom He
Saved the Union - The Memo- Is
ry of Abraham Lincoln
Enshrined Forever.'
At times, the inscriptions
instruct; at times, they tell visitors not only where to go hut how

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY

LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
to get there.
"He that would bring home the
wealth of the Indies — Must carry
the wealth of the Indies with him,"
an inscription informs travelers at
Union Station. "... A man must
carry knowledge with him if he
would bring home knowledge"
The interior of the Washington
Monument produced the first flood
of inscriptions in the 1840s and
1850s when states, cities, fraternal societies and other countries dispatched marble commemorative
plaques.
Some took sides in the gathering North-South storm over slavery and secession. This, for example: "Indiana knows no North. no
South. Nothing hut the Union."
Others came with slogans
designed to promote the. donor's
favorite cause.
"The Surest Safeguard of the
Liberties of Our Country is Total
Abstinence From All That Intoxicates.- one carved sentence
declares.
The people who -chose the
inscriptions to adorn the Library
of Congress before it opened in
1897 had a field day. dipping liberally into literature to produce a
harvest of noble, or at least inspiring. thoughts.
One example from Shakespeare:
"Tongues in Trees. Books in the
Running Brooks, Sermons in
Stones,. and Good in Everything."
But there are other inscriptions
that perhaps hit closer to the nature
of the cit in which they exist.
There arc dozens on a 1980s
plaza not far from the White House,
the work of the Pennsylvania
Avenue Development Corp., which
transformed the street.
Carved into the plaza's paving
stones are sentiments reflecting

many times and moods:
—"No nation had ever before
the opportunity offered them of
deliberately deciding on the spot
where their capital city should be
fixed.- Pierre Charles L'Enfant.
1789.
—"It is sometimes called the
City of Magnificent Distances, but
it might with greater propriety be
termed the city of magnificent intentions.- Charles Dickens, 1842.
—"In Washington there is no
life apart from government and
politics: it is our daily bread; it
is the thread which runs through
the woof and warp of our lives;
it colors everything.- A. Maurice
Low, 1900.
— "... It is easy there to forget what the rest of the United
States is thinking about.- Woodrow
Wilson, 1913.
- ...this invented city, neither
Rome nor home.- Ernest Kroll,
1952.
—Whatever we are looking for
we come to Washington in millions to stand in silence and try
to find it." Bruce Cation, 1959.
/On the marble fireplace mantle
in the State Dining Room of the
White House are the forward-looking words that John Adams wrote
at the end of his first day at the
White House: "May none hut honest and wise men ever rule under
this roof."
That hope is countered by an
inscription on Capitol Hill.
From his pedestal in front of
the Folger Shakespeare Library,
the white marble statue of Puck
throws up his hands and exclaims
the words from "A •Midsummer
Night's Dream,"
"Lord, what fooles these mortals be.-

i.incofn

"It was like a string of pearls,"
she said. "Each memory, each
vignette strung together gave us a
special insight into parts of Roger's
life that we didn't even know
about before and would have never
known.
"And so I encourage people to
take the time to write down what
they remember about anyone who
has died and share those memories with family."
Donna Herndon took the time
to write down what she remembered about her beloved son, Roger,
after he was killed in a plane
crash on Aug. 2, 1991 in his last
year at West Point.
She also encouraged friends,
family, schoolmates, teachers —
anyone who knew her son — to
capture their memories of Roger
In words. Those written recollections keep the memory of her
beloved son alive.
Today, Donna's touching account
of Roger's life and death is included in a new book by Rosemary
Smith, Children of the Dome.
A collection of true stories of
families who have lost children to
an early death, begins with Mrs.
Smith's tragic tale. Two of her
three sons were killed In a car
crash. Since them, she has dedicated much of her time to helping hundreds of other families who
have experienced similar tragedies.
"It's not the kind of thing you
can sit down and read at one sitting because it's the story of painful

MAIN STREET

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
loss," Donna Herndon admits "But
it is also a story of survival and
hope. We hope that it will help
families who are dealing with a
recent loss to realize that one can
survive in spite of the pain." she
said.
Survival is a daily struggle. Some
days are better than others, and
sometimes a small gesture or an
encouraging word can make a big
difference.
"Give parents a chance to talk
about the child," Donna Herndon
advises. "There's nothing sweeter
than the sound of my son's name.
It means so much to me that people are willing to share things that
they remember about him."
She goes on to tell about a
recent encounter with a former
schoolmate of Roger's who took
her hand and told her, "I hope
this doesn't make you sad, but
just want you to know that I still
remember Roger and I think about
him a lot."
The young woman went on to
share some specifics, and the mother was touched by what she heard.
Other ways to soothe the loss

"SO . . WHO ,0 YOU THINK
TA1.X.4HT 4t HOW TO PANA7ER . .?"

of a child include sharing photos.
It is also Important to understand
that death is a permanent loss, not
something you "get over," Donna
Herndon asserts.
Over time, Donna has learned
how to deal with thoughtless comments about her bereavement. "It's
just not appropriate to say something Ilke, 'I know how you feel.
My dog died last week.' And we've
had those kinds of comments,"
Donna declared.
"Or I know just how you feel.
My mother died" is another remark
that riles Donna.
"I've lost a mother also," she
explained. "That is a very painful
loss, but nothing can compare with
the loss of a child, and we need
to acknowledge that. We need to
give permission for people to grieve.
and to mourn that very real loss."
If you know sonceone who is
grieving the loss of a child, Children of the Dome may provide some
comfort. A hardcover book, it is
$27. Telephone orders can be made
by dialing 800-977-22S2, or order
through the website: www.pathfinderpublishing.com.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 15 - The News-Journal, Daytona Beach,
Fla., on Olympics Games' maladies:
The Super Bowl can't match it. Neither can the
Daytona 500. And soccer's World Cup comes close,
but doesn't finish first. No sporting event inspires
the same kind of patriotic pride, admiration for
athletic endeavor and interest in sports like the
Olympic Games.
Despite the historical grandeur, the Games today
are suffering from several maladies.
The International Olympic Committee continues
to sting from investigations that uncovered bribery
schemes that influenced site selection,.,. Athletes
using performance-enhancing drugs still plague the
Games' credibility. ...
Adding to those troubles, enjoyment of the Sydney Olympics has been compromised by NBC,
holder of exclusive broadcast rights. The network
decided to show all of its coverage on tape delay
— hours after the events already have taken place.
Commercializing the games may pay the bills,
but it threatens to sap the Games' spirit and leave
a bad taste on the public's palate. Broadcasters,
sponsors and the IOC all need to heal the Games'
ills, or the world's interest in the Olympics sadly
will fade.
Sept. 17 - Los Angeles Times, on Social Security proposals:
First, don't take too seriously the major presidential candidates' plans to "save" the system.
Both of their proposals rest on the dubious supposition that the federal government will pile up
a whopping surplus over the next 10 years, collecting nearly $4.6 trillion more than it spends.
Second. don't worry about Social Security's ability to meet its obligations. No president and no
Congress will allow the nation's most popular
social program to fail.
Right now the system is in good shape. But
starting in about 15 years things look less rosy.
That's when the first of the 76 million baby
boomers born between 1946 and 1964 leave the
labor force ... (and) the current 3.4-to-1 ratio of
workers to retirees will decline to 2 to 1. That's
when Social Security will have to start dipping
into its trillions in surpluses. Social Security's
trustees project that those surpluses will be gone
by 2037. ...
Neither Gov, George W. Bush, the GOP presidential nominee, nor Vice President Al Gore, the
Democratic standard-bearer, has said much about
this looming structural problem of too few workers paying for too many retirees. ...
In the end, raising payroll taxes could be the
surest and most broadly acceptable way to keep
the system healthy. For starters, the ceiling on
earned income subject to the tax — $76,200 this
year — could be increased or eliminated. ... Unpalatable though the idea of payroll tax increases might

Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(270) 753-1927.

be, it still appears to be the best way to assure
the system's solvency.
Sept. 16 - Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal, on
a federal judge's apology to Wen Ho Lee:
Unlike those whose citizenship is conferred by
accident of birth, immivants must learn enough
'about U.S. government trl pass a test.
Taiwan-born Wen Ho Lee, a naturalized citizen,
got the opportunity for some postdoctoral work on
the subject, culminating in an extraordinary lecture
Wednesday from a federal judge. U.S. District
Judge James A. Parker then gave Lee something
better than a degree — his freedom.
Parker is part of the government that took it
away nine months ago after grounds of national
— even global — security were argued to justify,r
solitary confinement and imprisonment without bail.
But the governmental system immigrants learn "
about worked ...
Parker specifically criticized prosecutors and Energy Department officials for misleading him on the
need to keep Lee imprisoned. More generally, his
comments underline a tradition Americans too often
take for granted: a judicial branch independent of
the executive branch and eminently capable of
frustrating its worst impulses.
The judge represented that tradition well — and
echoed the anger of those whose civil sensibilities
were outraged by Lee's treatment — in blasting
government tactics, in apologizing to Lee and in
the tacit invitation to the legislative branch to scrutinize government conduct in this case.
Sept. 14 - Seattle Post-Intelligencer, on fingerprinting technology:
Since 1987, King County taxpayers have been
taking a big bite out of crime without taking a
big bite out of their wallets.
The county's Regional Automated Fingerprint
Identification System is one of those whiz-bang,
high-tech crime-busting tools that has lived up to
its promise as county voters have approved its
funding every five years or so. ...
Since the system has been in service, the rate
of crimes solved within King County has increased
by 66 percent. A big factor has been the ability
to solve more crimes, especially property crimes,
by comparing latent prints (fingerprints left at a
crime scene) to a huge database of known offenders' prints. ...
Before the automated prints check, some offenders wanted on warrants for serious crimes slipped
through the jail booking process by lying about
their identities.
Passage of this levy will bring something else
important: a five-year window in which to find a
permanent funding source for this fundamental
crime-fighting weapon. For now, it's imperative
that we keep this weapon in the hands of law
enforcement.
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DEATHS
David Chance Can
David Chance Can, 13, Batavia,
Ohio, grandson of Lindy Can of
Murray, drowned Saturday. Sept.
73, 2000.
Can and his friend, Lincoln
Schlueter of Glen Este, Ohio, were
reported to be on their inline skates
when one apparently ventured into
a ,normally dry grassy flood-control basin that swells with water
during heavy rain and then slowly drains through the culvert,
*cording to a report in The Cincinnati Enquirer. Both boys drowned
when trapped underneath water
rushing through a 14-inch culvert
during heavy rain Saturday night.
The Cincinnati paper said "it
was apparent to the searchers who
found the bodies that one was in
trouble and the other tried to save
CHANCE CARR
him. Can's mother, Jan, told the
newspaper that "when they found Ark.; eight uncles, nine aunts and
the boys, they were clinging to several cousins.
The funeral will be tonight
each other. One wasn't going to
go down without the other one (Tuesday) at 8 p.m. in the chapel
helping. We get some small com- of E.C. Nurre Funeral home,
Amelia, Ohio. Jim Dinkle will
fort out of that."
Can was an eighth grade stu- officiate. Visitation will be at the
dent at Glen Este Middle School. funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m.
Survivors include his parents, today (Tuesday).
Burial services will be WednesDavid and Jan Carr; his grandparents, Tilford and Joyce Under- day at 1 p.m. at the Mt. Carmel
wood, Reidland, Lindy Can, Mur- Cemetery, north of Kirksey in Calray, and Faustena Can, Paragould, loway County.

Earl Darwood Phillips
The funeral for Earl Darwood Phillips will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. John Stephenson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Craig Thompson, Brandon Phillips, Tim Fisk,
Stephen Johnson, Steve Scott and Dale Phillips. Burial will follow in
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Phillips, 62, Franklin, Ind., formerly of Murray, died Sunday,
Sept. 24, 2000, at his home.
He was a retired grounds keeper for Murray State University and
of Pentecostal faith. Born May 20, 1938, in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Lanis Phillips and Beatrice Hill Phillips. Also preceding him in death were two sisters, Louise Phillips and Bessie Parrish, and one brother, Robert Dale Phillips.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Delores Taylor Phillips; four daughters, Mrs. Veronica Clark and husband, Joe, and Mrs. Christine Henderson and husband, J.R., all of Benton, Mrs. Donna Thompson, Murray, and Mrs. Deidra Jones and husband, Robert, Frankton, Ind.; two
sons. Robert Phillips and wife, Tena, Hardin. and Danny Phillips,
Cuba; one sister, Mrs. Essie Morris, Murray; six stepchildren, Stephen
Meek, Lloyd Meek and Mary Kay Smith, Indianapolis, Ind., Alice
Scott and husband, Steve, Minevah, Ind., John Meek and wife, Sandy,
Sullivan, Ind., and Kenneth Wayne Meek, Frankin, Ind.; 17 grandchildren; 16 stepgrandchildren; three great-grandchildren; four stepgreat-grandchildren.

Ms. Thelma Futrell

Ms. Thelma Futrell, 92, Murray, died today, Sept. 26, 2000, at 2:40
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Jan. 4, 1908, she was the daughter of the late Will Futrell
and Eunice Sills Futrell. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Lois Futrell and Elva Coleman, one brother, Festus Futrell, two
brothers-in-law, Johnny Anderson and Loman Coleman, one niece,
Linda Hulslander, and one nephew, Gene Coleman.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Treva Anderson, Murray; one
The funeral for John W. Rolley is today at 11 a.m. in the chapel niece-in-law, Mrs. Pat Coleman, Mayfield; several great-nieces and
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniel is officiating. great-nephews.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at the Murray City
Pallbearers are members of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and AcceptCemetery. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Blalock-Coleman Funered Masons. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Rolley, 73, Oakdale Drive, Murray, died Friday, Sept. 22, 2000, al Home is in charge of arrangements.
at 2:41 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of First UnitThe funeral for Mrs. Laurine C. Waldrop was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
ed Methodist Church, a lodge of Free and Accepted Masons in Magthe
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kerry Lambert
nolia, Ill., and a member of Murray Chapter of Habitat for Humaniand Pat Darnell officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was organist and soloist.
ty.
Pallbearers were Joe Pat Carraway, Noby Carraway, Ralph CarBorn Oct. I, 1926, in Magnolia, Ill., he was the son of the late
raway,
James Lee Harmon, Max On, J.D. On, Ronnie On, Ronnie
John C. Rolley and Pearl Whittaker Rolley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Barnes Rolley, to Shemwell, Darrell Hargrove, Durwood Bennett and Doyle Humphreys.
whom he was married June 13, 1949; two sons, David Rolley, Carlisle, Burial was in Murray Cemetery.
Mrs. Waldrop, 93, North Ninth St., Murray, died Friday, Sept. 22,
Mass., and Robert Rolley, Madison, Wis.; one sister, Mrs. Frances
Bongiani, Cincinnati, Ohio; one brother, Wesley Rolley, Morgan Hill, 2000, at 1:50 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Calif.; two grandchildren.
Her husband, Burie V. Waldrop, died May 8, 1988. Born May 19,
1907, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Thomas
Lee Carraway and Lula Miller Carraway. Also preceding her in death
Graveside services for Clyde Futrell will be today at 2 p.m. at
were four sisters, Annie Harmon, Louise Scarbrough, Nell Adams and
Pleasant Hill Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes. The Rev. ShelMayme OR.
by Underhill will officiate.
Mrs. Waldrop was a member of First United Methodist Church,
Pallbearers will be Glen Cossey, Johnny D. Cossey, Carlon HenMurray.
don, Bill Underhill, Mike Turner and Donnie Shelton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Lida G. Darnell and husVisitation is now at Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
band, Pat, Loganville, Ga., and Mrs. Glenda Sue Cannedy, Alton, Ill.;
Mr. Futrell, 77, St. Rt. 94 East, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 24,
one sister, Mrs. Frances Dunn, and two brothers, Leo Carraway and
2000, at 12:25 a.m. at the home of a sister, Mrs. Justine Cleaver,
Pat Carraway and wife, Dortha, all of Murray; three grandchildren,
Murray.
Kevin Darnell and wife, Teresa, Phyllis Rhoads and husband, Bruce,
Formerly of the Pleasant Hill community of Land Between the
and Cynthia Ahlers and husband, Terry; eight great-grandchildren,
,Lakes, he was of Baptist faith. Born May 31, 1923, in Trigg Coun- Jenny and Justin Darnell, Dean, Doug, Derek and Deanna Rhoads,
V, he was the son of the late J.E. Futrell and Donie Underhill Futrell.
and Sarah and Rachel Ahlers.
' Survivors include six sisters, Mrs. Cleaver and Mrs. Jean Bird,
3oth of Murray, Mrs. Lude Ward, Ohio, Mrs. Charline Dick and husband, Elzie, Michigan, Mrs. Nella Scott, Florida, and Mrs. Vivian
Shelton and husband, Ewing, Cadiz; 13 nieces and nephews.

John W. Rolley

Julie Gibbs, senior at MHS, has recently been named Student of the Week by Century 21 and WNBS 1340 AM. She
is the daughter of Mike and Barb Gibbs, Murray. Her hobbies include golf and softball with extracurricular activities
of band and French Club.

S Band takes
honors at contest
The Murray High School Band
participated in the Muhlenberg
County Marching InvitationalSaturday, taking high honors.
The percussion section won its
class and was the highest scoring
percussion section at the contest.
This is the third w in for the percussion in zis many contests.
The color guard won its class
also, and was tied for the highest
score of the evening. The band
won high music, high visual, high
effect, highest scoring band in
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Local teacher wins award
, Sarah Oliver of Mayfield won
the NCTE Leadership Development Award supported by the
National Council of Teachers of
English (NCTE) and Prentice HallPearson Education.
The program, which was developed to nurture new leaders, provides early career teachers with
$500 to attend the NCTE Annual
Convention in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Nov. 16-21.
Oliver, a teacher at North Elementary School in Murray, was
nominated by Kentucky Council
of Teachers of English, an affiliate of NCTE, because she has
never attended an NCTE convention and she met the following
criteria: one to five years of teaching experience, demonstrated capacity for professional leadership, and
willingness to serve the affiliate during the 2000-2001 academic year.
Oliver, along with 54 other winners, will be honored at the Affil-

iate Breakfast at Convention Nov.
19.
As a stipulation of the award,
Oliver and Kentucky Council of
Teachers of negotiated a term of
service which includes duties such
as presenting at an conference,
writing an article for an affiliate
publication, membership on the
board, assisting a board member,
and/or assisting with a workshop
for new teachers.
NCTE, with 77,000 individual
and institutional members worldwide, is dedicated to improving
the teaching and learning of English and the/language arts at all
levels of education.
Membership consists of elementary, middle, and high school
teachers, supervisors of English programs, college and university faculty, teacher educators, local and
state agency English specialists, and
professionals in related fields.

Forest fire hazard
season to begin Oct. 1

Oct. I is the beginning of the fire and that tools and water be
official Fall Forest Fire Hazard readily available.
Season.
The law also requires that all
Kentucky law designates Oct. outdoor fires be attended until extin1- Dec. 15 as Fall Forest Fire guished.
Season. During this time, burning
You should also check state air
within 150 feet of woodland or quality and waste management regburning anything capable of spread- ulations, and local ordinances
ing fire into the woods is restrict- before conducting any outdoor
ed to the hours between 6 p.m.
burning.
to 6 a.m.
Arson is another leading cause
Although burning is allowed
between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., no of forest fires throughout all of Kenone should burn unless the wind tucky.
Deliberately setting fire to the
is calm and there is adequate moisture in the air to allow control of forest is punishable by fines and/or
imprisonment. Forest arson can be
the fire.
It is illegal to start a fire any reported by calling 1 -800-27time of the year on or near tim- ARSON (1-800-272-7766).
For additional information on
berland without taking all reasonable precautions to prevent it from fire seasons, burning laws, or safe
burning procedures, call Ron Talspreading.
The leading cause of wildfires ent, Forest Ranger Technician for
in western Kentucky is debris burn- Calloway County at (270) 753ing that gets out of control. Rea- 9894, or the Kentucky Division
sonable precautions require that of Forestry office in Mayfield at
the ground be cleared around a (270) 247-3913.

Class AA, and was a w aided tlic
grand champion trophy for outscoring all other bands present.
Additionally, the band was
awarded its third Distinguished rating of the season, a designation
which allows the band to advance
to the regional championships on
Oct. 1,4,
The band is performing a show
which depicts the conflict in India
during the time of British colonization.

LedgensTimes

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, located on Shelter Lane
off East Sycamore Street, features these Lab mix puppies,
five weeks old, male and
female, among the many animals available for adoption.
Shelter officials urge persons
to call the animal shelter if
they have lost or found an
animal. Hours of the shelter
are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed
on Sunday. For information
call 759-4141.

Calloway Co.
Farm Bureau

Annual
Meeting
Tues., Oct. 3rd, 2000
Contest 6:00 p.m.
Business Meeting;
7:00 p.m.

Location:
Calloway County
High School
Cafeteria

SUBSCRIBE
DIABETICS

MEDICARE & PRIVATE INSURANCE CAN PAY FOR YOUR
DIABETIC SUPPLIES WITH NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
SUPPLIES ARE MAILED DIRECTLY TO YOUR HOW
WITH NO PAPERWORK
CALL THE DIABETIC HOTLINE TOLL FREE
1-800-785-3636

Investments Since 185.1.

Car seat safety checks to be offered

Stock Market Report

, Car safety seat checks will be
offered at the Community Resource
Fair Saturday from 9 a.m. p.m. at the MSU Curris Center.
This free service is made possible by Drive Smart Kentucky, a
program of the Kentucky Department of Transportation.
Parents of young children are
strongly encouraged to take advantage of this service. At the World's

Dow Jones Ind. Avg...l0723.44 - 84.71 Intel
Kroger
Air Products
L G & E.
2eN
AT&T
Lucent Tech
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
37% unc Mattel
57% 4%. McDonalds
Bristol Myers Squibb
34U
Merck
Caterpillar
ois
Daimler Chrysler
45.35 + .79 Microsoft
Dean Foods
32'. -I.'. J.C. Penney
Exxon-Mobil
116% +2°W Pfizer, Inc.
Firstar
22% +% Quaker Oats
Ford Motor(New)
251,3+14. Schering-Plough
. Sears
.57%2
General Electric
General Motors
.+% Texaco
673
Time Warner
Goodrich
Union Planters
Goodyear
.03
18.58 +
HopFed Bank*
9% B 9.A UST
IBM
120.• 23, Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc
Ingersoll Rand

SIMIC

Biggest Baby Shower Aug. 12,
Drive Smart technicians checked
90 car seats.
Only two of the ninety seats
passed 100 percent of the testing
procedure. Fifty-one of the 90 seats
were replaced because of safety
issues or were the wrong size.
Technicians teach parents proper installation and use of car safety seats.

13.way Monument
• Caring Staff• Locally owned for 53 yrs

0
• Comparable pricing • 27 yrs of experience in individual
design to meet customer satisfaction We otter the best in
personal memorials. Shop with our full service staff
Myattsad weelsoad
appOsbawilts webalesd.

prices um

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - once unchanged
Additional Intomlation Available
Upon Request

1707 est Main (94W)• Murray, KY
270-753-1962 • FAX 270-753-1962

Prices as of 9 a m.

in (101/n15 and

eel,1%.

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

441,
21'.
5 +'.
24'.unc
107
.
29', 42.
71.. 1
61'. +'
-'.
43'.2.
75'. +'
44',:
.33.81 + .40
Se.4.14'..
81.15 + 1.03
unc
20',. +I.

6401*
H1LUARD
LYONS
sma ussa

Our Best Inceslincn1 Is You.
J J 8 HIiiWd W L Lyon*, Inc •

eart and

NI•mbpr NYSE and SING

orship Center
4777 Alben Barkley Drive
Paducah, KY 42001

of Paducah, is proud to sponsor:

"EXPERIENCING GOD"
12 week Bible study

r

Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m.
thru December 7
Shoney's Inn
.Hwy. 641, Murray, Kentucky
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
HEARTLAND WORSHIP CENTER IN PADUCAH

(270)534-1400
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Siebold receives
Eagle Scout award
Since he was 6 years of age
and a Tiger Cub. Michael Allen
Siebold says "he has wanted to
be an Eagle Scout 'just like hi.
dad."
Last Sunday. he reached that
goal.
Siebold. 14. was honored at a
Boy Scout Troop 45 Court of Honor
Sunday in the theatre of the National Boy Scout Museum.
Siebold joined Troop 45 under
the leadership of 'Dr. Tom Timmons in March 1997 after graduating from Cub Scouts with its
highest award. the Arrow of Light.
He has earned 31 merit badges.
the Paul Bunyan Award. the World
Conservation Award, and is a member of the National Brotherhood
of Scout Honor Campers. the Order
of the Arrow. His troop leadership positions have included senior patrol leader, troop guide and
assistant patrol leader.
Scout Siebold's Eagle Service
Project involved building and
installing a 7'x3'x3' wildlife feeder and four bat habitat boxes for
Land Between the Lakes Nature
Station.
The projea earned Troop 45 a
fourth place prize in the Colgate
Youth for America competition.
Boy Scout Troop 45 is sponsored by Murray First United
Methodist Church.
The troop is led by Bert Siebold.
with assistants. Joe Sullen. Alan

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

This time of year the trees, shrubs and flowers in the many
yards of Murray and Calloway County homes are so beautiful.
Just think with the cool weather like yesterday, the leaves will
begin to turn on the trees and we will be able to see the homes
that are now hidden by the trees.
All the streets have lovely yards and homes on them. I especially enjoy driving down Oakdale from Monroe to Lincoln to
see the many lovely homes and gardens. Of special note is the
corner lot of Mandl and Anne Vinson at Oakdale and Monroe. They have a large lot north of their home that is always
at its best.

Beach party planned Saturday

Keep recycling working.
Buy recycled.
For a free brochure,
please call 1-800-2-RECYCLE
or visit
www.environmentaldefense.org

A party in honor of Olen (Butez) Beach in celebration of his
90th birthday will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Benton Senior Citizens Center, Golf Lane, Benton. Beach is formerly from the Kirk.ey community. A potluck meal will be served.

MICHAEL SIEBOLD
Cooper. Tim Belcher. Randall
Black. Rodney Lowe and Greg
Lee.
Troop Committee Chairman is
David Garrison who is assisted
by Larry Robinson.
Michael is the son of Bert and
Sharon Siebold of Murray. He is
the grandson of Ben and Linda
Siebold. Murray. the late Dr. Bob
and Fern Norsworthy and Ms.
Flora Norsworthy. all of Hartford.
He is the current Calloway
County Junior Mr. 4-H and enjoys
AYSO soccer, youth choir, speech
competition. web page design and
paintball. Michael is a ninth grader and is honieschooled.

Nance family meets
The Nance family reunion was
held Sept. 2 in the Lafayette Room
of Best Western Motel. Paris, Tenn.
This was the third reunion held
to honor John B. and Melissa
Dekalb (Carr) Nance and the
descendants of their children.
As the guests- arrived. Walter
B. Nance and other . family members greeted them at the door.
Fifty-six guests registered and
received nametags at a table hosted by Linda Nance and Yvonne
Nance Hitt.
At noon. after about two hours
of socializing. Ted Nance welcomed
the grout) and outlined the day's
activities. The invocation and blessing were by Vernon Nance. After
dinner the group was treated to a
version of the Millionaire game
with questions based on Nancy family trivia. Drawings were held for
several door prizes.
The family. devoted the balance
of the day to reminiscing with
familiar cousins and meeting new
ones. A picture of John B. and
Melissa Nance and a family group

JO'S DATEBOOK

chart w ere displayed on the wall.
Also displayed were individual
pictures of each of their 10 children with a descendant chart for
each child.
Those attending were the following:
Danny. Sherry and Katherine
Freeman, Doug, Amanda and Christan Brockman. Jimmy and Becky
Nance Walker, Kenny and Dustin
Nance, Ted and Judy Nance. Billy
and Linda Nance. Jolene and Frank
Howell Jr.. Lavern and Loretta
Nance. Mildred Wynns. Lloyd and
Jean Stephens. Nancy Irby. Eugene
and Joetta Nance. Deena. Morgan
Olivia and Gary Nance. Helen
Carter and Lynda Jackson, all of
Paris, Tenn;
Dale Nance. Pam Sparks. Ken
wood and Maude Robinson, Virginia Gallimore. Walter B. and
Vivian Nance. Kenny and Carol
Underwood, Gerald Nance. Betty
Nance. and Bobby and Nira Crowder, all of Puryear. Tenn.;
Perry and Monese Brandon and
Vernon C. Nance. Murray; Carves
and Darlene_ Nance Paschall and
Kenneth Paschall. McKenzie,
Tenn.; Kim Jones and Randy
Nance, Elizabethtown; Larry Lampkins, Murfreesboro. Tenn.; Hugh
Deering. Browns Grove: Ted and
Yvonne Nance Hill. Buchanan.
Tenn.: Kim Barnes. Gallatin. Tenn.:
Deborah Nance Lee. Louisville.

eroisaowtseNTAL oeFeNse

Singles' meeting is tonight

Mr and Mrs. Carlton Brantley

Local couple celebrates
51st wedding anniversary
Carlton (Curly) Brantley and Barbara Tanner Brantley celebrated
their 51st wedding anniversary on Sept. 20.
The couple was married Sept. 20. 1949. in Hernando. Miss. They
both grew up in Mississippi County around East Prairie. Mo., and
attended school there.
Mr. and Mrs. Brantley left Missouri and moved to Hammond. Ind.,
where Mr. Brantley retired from Inland Steele. They moved to New
Concord in 1973 after purchasing a farm there.
Mrs. Brantley volunteered at Scotts Grove Baptist Church, Calloway County Family Resource Center and Murray-Calloway County
Need Line from 1993 until Mr. Brantley became homebound.
Their seven children are Sidney Ray (deceased): David and wife,
Mary. Lowell. Ind.; Verna Gay and husband, David, New Concord:
Marie Renee and husband. Patrick, Darren Jay and wife, Heidi. Darrell Kay, and Donald Fielding and wife, Billie, Murray.
Donald just returned from duty in Germany and will be stationed
at Aberdeen, Md. The family had an early celebration while he was
on leave.
Mr. and Mrs. Brantley also have 12 grandchildren and two stepgrandchildren.
The couple said they would enjoy hearing from family and friends
at their address, 376 Marr Ln., New Concord, KY 42076.

MHS Backboard Club will meet
Murray High School Backboard Club will meet Wednesday at 5
p.m. in the school cafeteria.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have a work session Wednesday from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Room
109. according to Stephen Kroehler, principal.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have special work day Wednesday from 3 to 6 p.m.
in the school media-center.

Benefit car wash on Friday
Calloway County Day Treatment Center will have car wash at
Hardee's parking lot Friday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Proceeds will
go to the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center to help
them purchase a new pool table.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
administration annex conference room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For information call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry
Lambert, MCCH chaplain, at 762-1274.

Health Express on courtsquare

CREATIVE ARTS
Serving as hostesses at a recent meeting
of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club
were, from left, Kay Ray, Janet Wallis and Sally Crass. The
club met Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house with Joetta
Kelly presenting a program on "Christmas Crafts." Hostesses
were Joanna Adams, Norma Paschall and Susanne Doyle.

"You can see how I've changed!"

Samantha Renee Reardon

Emily Reardon of 404 Whispering Oaks Loop. Mayfield, is the
mother of a daughter, Samantha Renee Reardon, born on Tuesday.
Sept. 12. 2000, at 5:57 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 14 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches.
Grandmother is Connie Reardon of Mayfield.
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SONNY AND VADA PUCKETT'S

Cafe CaPone's
,`

"30-minute fitness & weight loss centers"

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings
at its stops this month. The blood sugar test must be performed
two hours after completing a meal. The express will be on the
Murray courtsquare from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
on Thursday.

Red Cross will offer courses
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will offer
a Community First Aid & Safety course which includes certification in infant, child and adult CPR as well as first aid training on
Oct. 2 and 9 from 6 to 10 p.m. A Community CPR recertification
class for those holding a current certification will be from 6 to 10
p.m. on Oct. 12. Pre-registration is required at the Red Cross, second floor of Weaks Community Center. For information call 7531421.

Senior Adult Rally planned
A Senior Adult Rally of Blood River Baptist Association will
Oct. 6 at 5 p.m. at Lakeview Baptist Church, 2877 Lakeview
Church Rd., Benton. special entertainment will be by The Smith
Brothers. The meal will be $4 per person. Reservations should be
made by Thursday by calling 437-4203.

IAAPO luncheon planned
Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative
Professionals (IAAPO) will host its annual Executive's Day luncheon on Oct. 16 at noon at the Murray Woman's Club House. Dr.
Don Chamberlain, chair of the accounting department at Murray
State University, will be the speaker. Reservation deadline is Oct.
9. For reservations, cost or questions call Sarah Alexander. chair
of programs, at 762-3328.

.—

!! MEN !MEN !!
H AvE You WINED & DINED

for women

'04

Massage Therapy & Spa

YOUR LADY LATELY?

•A complete workout in lust 30 minutes
*Strength training protects lean tissue & nietaholisin
•Achirty permanent results without permanent dieting
*Privacy - women only environment

by Margaret Johnson
• R.N., B.S.N., C.M.T.

DON'T You THINK IT'S TIME?
You WILL BE "THE MAN"
You WINE & DINE HER AT

.1(I\ \O\\
TodaV!

Murray Woman's Club will have its first general meeting of the
2000-2001 club year on Thursday at the club house. John Dale.
pulpit minister of Glendale Road Ctiurch of Christ, will be the
guest speaker. A potluck salad supper will be served with members of the Kappa and Music Departments as hostesses.

A veterans field representative will be at the Murray Main Post
Office on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. to assist veterans and
their families with free counseling and assistance in filing claims
for state and federal benefits.

BIRTHS

Stop
call0

Woman's Club meeting Thursday

VA representative to be here

SUBSCRIBE

"Curves is a part of
my life now. Since
I've joined, I've
g0t1efrom a
size 12
to a size 6!
Their enthusiasm
is contagious!'"

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. A potluck
meal will be served. The SOS is for all singles, whether divorced,
widowed or never married. For information call Margaret, 75939o50, Wendell, 759-0625, or Jackie. 1-270-247-7754.

WHEN

7:4
,
1

759-3400

Calk Canone's

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

Downtown • Frites,KY
270471-1400

(HI Svnice

,

Offering Swedish Massage,
Chair Massage, Aromatherapy,
Ear CandlIN & Para Fango Body Wrap

Call for appt. 970-753-OM
40f
a

1304-T Chestnut
Dixieland Shopping Center

14EsoLoEs
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Mr. and Mrs. Nance in 2000

Shannon Cossey and Joey Burnet

Anniversary reception will be held Sunday Cossey and Burnett
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon C. Nance, 1229 Dogwood Dr., Murray, will
be honored on their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at
First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall, 204 South Fourth St., Murray.
The event will be Sunday. Oct. I. from 2 to 4 p.m. with the hosts
being Terry Lynn and Kellie Paschall and children. Katy and Hugh,
all of Signal Mountain, Tenn.
The couple requests that gifts,
y omitted. No out-of-town invitations will be sent and all relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The couple was married Sept. 30, 1950, at North Fork Baptist
Church, Puryear, Tenn., by Dr. H.F. Paschall of Nashville, Tenn.
Their attendants were Mrs. Charles M. Burkeen (Bobbie Jones),
sister of Mrs. Nance. and Billy Gene Paschall.

Other attendants were Moyna Arnett Sims. Lila Workman. Dorothy
Key Sykes, William Gerald Paschall, Gene On Miller. Max Smotherman and the late Carl Orr and L.W. Paschall.
Flower girls were Barbara Paschall. Virginia Dale Barnett and Janice Paschall Nix.
Mrs. Nance, the former Annie Jones. is the daughter of Maymie
Paschall Jones and the late 0. Hollin Jones Mr. Nance is the son of
the late Coyn C. and Myrtice Orr Nance.
Mrs. Nance is employed at the Area Bank (formerly Peoples Bank
of Murray). Mr. Nance is retired from Airco Carbide. Calvert City.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Nance are active members of First Baptist Church.
Murray.

Eastern Star Chapter elects new officers
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star elected
new officers for the ensuing year
at the meeting on Sept. 12 at the
Masonic Hall.
Elected as new officers were
the following:
Della Outland, worthy matron;
Don Newberry, worthy patron;
Nancy Manning, associate matron;
John Salter, associate patron; Twila
Coleman, secretary; Virginia Tucker, treasurer; Catherine Tinsley,'conductress; and luta Hutson, associate conductress.
Officers appointed were the fol-

lowing:
matron, opened the 1,116th meetDorothy Bazzell, chaplain; June ing of the chapter. She introduced
Crider, marshal; Elise Salter, organ- the distinguished guest, Past Matron
ist; Brenda Newberry,Adah; Martha June Crider. grand representative
Hutchens, Ruth; Janice Nesbitt, to the state of Ohio, and past
Esther; Helen Webb, Martha; Sybil matrons and past patrons of the
Lasater, Electa; Tommy Tucker, Murray chapter. Don Newberry,
warder; and Joe Lasater, sentinel. worthy patron pro-tern presided for
These new officers will be the election of officers.
installed on Oct.. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Two new members. Martha and
Past Grand Patron William (Bill) Cliff Wallace, and a visitor, Bessie
Cates, and wife, Mary Ann, Past Ross of Michigan, were introduced.
Grand Matron, both of the Ken- Thank you notes from Mary Ann
tucky Order of the Eastern Star, Russell and John Salter for get
will conduct the ceremony.
well cards sent to them were read.
luta Hutson, retired worthy
The chapter will host Club 22

on Oct. 29 :it 1:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
This will he a potluck luncheon open to all District 22 chapters and members.
Eastern Star chapter members are
asked to bring a dish to pass lot
the luncheon.
The Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of the Murray chap
ter will host a potluck dinner and
auction on Oct. 30 at 6:30 p.ni
at the Masonic Hall.
All chapter members are invit
ed to attend and bring a dish to
pass for the dinner.

wedding is planned
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cossey of Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter. Shannon LeAnn Cossey.
to Joey Michael Burnett. son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Burnett of Steele,
Mo., and Juanita McNaughton Of Rapid City, S.D.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Hampton and Doris Boggess
of Dexter and Earnestine Cossey and the late John Cossey of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late J.D. and Sue Austin
of Dallas. Texas. and the late J.B. and Grace Burnett of Steele. Mo.
Miss Cossey is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed at M.FI Acquistion.
Mr. Burnett is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed at Medshares HoMecate.
A fall wedding is being planned. Formal invitations will be sent.
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
753-3079

COMMUNITY
GREETING SERVICE
FORA
SPECIAL WELCOME
11e have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

A woman's

work...

I Must Sell
Vehicles
Days!
In

Sometimes I think a woman spends
her whole life taking care of others.
Since Jim's been in the hospital, I feel

Bill Blackburn
General Manager

like I've been living for two people.

Big $$$
For Your
Trade
NOW

Now that he's cornins home, I'm soins

to set some help. When they asked me
who I wanted to supply the hospital bed
and respiratory equipment,
I said,

"Holland Medical".

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1-800.227 4125

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270.442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223-4947

Holland Medical is accredited, and has
'round the clock service, so I don't have to
feel that I'm in this by myself
I'm still taking care of him, but at least,
for the kind of help I need at home,
all I have to do is say,

"Holland.

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Holland Medical Equipment

1300 N. 121 Bypass (Next to liowes) Murray, ICY
Car.
2000-2001 Netc
All
$1.
0
&
Invoice
Oyer
Rebate
lau Get The

CarIf'OtN
t eed A
-TruebVan-Sti.
"Thi8 18 The
To Do It"Thne

(270)7534315 CALL US TODAY 1-800-455-5315

Tripp Purdom

Was Mapes

Jim Suitor

Janice Asbridge

Gary Key
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STUDENTS HONORED...The North Elementary Students of the Month are first row,
Seth Fortenberry, Daniel Harper, Laken Lee
and Randy Lee. Back row is Jonathan
Edwards and Allie Dandeneau.

STUDENT SALUTES...CCHS senior Chesley
Thomas is shown being filmed by a WOTV
cameraman for the regional Student Salute
Program.

LENDING A HAND...MMS eighth-grader Kate Reeves
gives fifth-grader Nicole Edison some help with
her costume as Little Red Riding Hood. Edison is
featured in the production of "Peas, Carrots and
Fairy Tales."

NOW I KNOW MY ABC's...North Elementary
primary students Laiken Tabers, Bethany
Street and Marco O'Bryan use an alphabet puzzle to learn their letters.

FLY AWAY...CCHS students Marion Rogers
and Brand Hendricks construct a balloon
rocket to test Newton's Third Law in physics
class.

WORKING TOGETHER.. John Quertermous, Whitley McCuiston, Cindy Blalock, Nathan Smith and Shelley Martinez,
members of FCA. stuff gift bags for the MMS Football
Team before a game.

LEARNING THE KEYBOARD...These fourthgrade students at East Elementary are in
a two-week keyboarding class teaching
them to use the computers and a word
processing program.

ENJOYING EACH OTHERS COMPANY...On a recent warm day
students in the Starshine Team enjoy a frozen treat and
visit with each other on Murray Elementary School's outdoor deck.

Aahh...
Perfect
Fit!
-1,0 our dad
help ‘ou u ttli
all vnur
eNe( are needs "
Just Call...

Dr. Kevin M.Adams

HOW DOES IT WORK?...Calloway Preschool
students learn about magnets from CCHS
science students.

BODY LANGUAGE...MMS fourth-graders perform the song, "When
the Ants Go Marching In," using their body parts as visual aids.

HEAR THE BEAT...Joanna Ricker, an East
Elementary student, is aided by Nurse Vicki
Williams as she listens to her heartbeat
during a visit recently to her kindergarten
class.

DECISION MAKERS...Jordan Thompson, Amelia Moody, Kellie Vinson, Kaitlyn Carpenter, Sarah Hines and Sarah Kuykendall, members of the Tigerprints Club at MMS, examine
entries in the yearbook's cover contest.

HOMEOWNERS
Protect your home from loss by fire, storm,
crime, accident. For the things you do and
the things you have, Shelter Homeowners
insurance is here to help.

Ask about the
Shelter Homeowners
Policy that best
suits your home
and family needs.

IT'S AN ABALONE SHELL...Chris Smith, a
CCMS student, holds up a abalone shell
in science class. The students are learning about the ocean and its valuable
resources.

FUTURE VOTERS...Associated Press photographer Charles
Arbogast speaks to members of Scott Turner's eighthgrade history class at MMS about the presidential election.

OCTOBER 2-6
Bring your sister for
this special indoors
session. Great
Christmas gifts
for your
parents or
each other!

iSieee/v 11

759-2500
For An
Appointment

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
308 S. 12th St.

I-1 .tx

•ir

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.• Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

tale 753-7050

Well always be there for you
Shelter Insurance Cos Home Office 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO

Oakwood Studio • 121 Hwy N Bypass • Murray
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Di-ph, Ad-

7534916

$6.75 Column Inch,60'i Discount 2nd Run,40ei Discount 3rd Run.
tAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $700 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra for Shopper tTues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $250 extra for blind box ads
060

Ad Deadlines

CD

Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

VISA

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 cm.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

PRIMESTAR /DIRECT TV
CUSTOMER.
Has the forced
changeover made you
sick?
I have the cure
Call me this morning
TAKE THE DISH
NETWORK FREE
Beasley & Satellite
270-759-0701 or
877-455-0901

ARE You Connected?
FRONT Desk or assistant
Internet Users Wanted'
manager. Must have good
5500- $75001 month
communicating skills &
www.earn-it-online.com
work with people. Apply
AUTO Cad Mechanical mornings only, Days Inn
Designer.
solids. Hwy 641 South.
3D
Flexible hours & benefits. FULL and Pall time posiSpeak with Mark.
tions available for commu270-362-4763.
nity- based residential proCHRISTMAS Around .the gram for developmentally
World now hiring & booking disabled adults. Our comparties. Call 753-6050.
pany offers various shifts,
opportunity for advanceDRIVER TRAINEES
ment, excellent bet:lets
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level including paid training,
truck drivers. No experi- 401(k), medical/ dental
ence necessary. Earn insurance, paid holidays,
Sept. 28th, 29th & 30th
$600.-$800. per week plus vacation and sick leave.
benefits and get home The starting wage for these
weekly and during the positions if $7.00 per hour.
at
apply
week in many areas. No Please
CDL? 15 day CDL training Community Alternatives of
program available. Call Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Highway, Symsonia, KY
today 1-800-242-7364.
270-527-2255.
42082.
'EXPERIENCED Auto Body
Painters and repairman. EOE M/F/DN.
Competitive wages, health
LOCAL Company
insurance
benefits.
accepting resumes' for
various positions
Contact Stacie at Adams
Brothers Body Shop. 4240 •Data processing
Hwy 45E. South Fulton, TN *Electronic & office supply
901-479-1005.
*Sales
FULL Time Maintenance •Office machine repair.
man. Experienced only! Interested persons send
Painting, plumbing, electri- resume' to P.O. Box 938,
cal. carpentry, tile, flooring. Benton, Ky 42025..
Starting pay $7.50/hr.
NAIL Tech:
Serious inquiries only! P.O. Need immediately. Must be
Box 1040-S. Murray, "KY professional & depend42071.
able. Apply in person. The
IMMEDIATE
Openings: Cutting Edge. Excellent
Light industrial, assembly pay & benefits. 759-3343.
line positions. Night shifts
NURSES Aide. Prefer
full time plus overtime.
experience. Will train,
Hwy. 121 N.
Starting pay $7.25 per
mature individual who
hour. Apply in person at:
Pumpkins,
would enjoy working with
PEOPLE LEASE
Mums, Gourds
elderly. Rewarding, fulfill1406 N. 12th St.,
ing position. Good working
and etc.
Murray or call
condition. Pleasant atmos9 a.m.-6 p.m.
270-753-0017 or
phere. Apply in person,
800-444-7204.
(Mon.-Sat.)
Fern Terrace Lodge
1-6 p.m.(Sun.)
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE
3015 East 200 North
PART Time Maintenance
Rochester, Indiana 46975
person for apt. complex
Phone 219-223-2380
Experience in painting,
plumbing & electrical preMEDICAL Clinic
Now Hiring Owner
ferred. Apply at Forrest
Assistant
View Apts. 1213 North
Operators
Busy out-patient physical
16th. Or call 753-1970.
Tennessee
Division
clinic has immediate open550 Conyersville Road
(M-F), 10am-2pm. or leave
ing for a resposinble indiPuryear, Tennessee 38251
message.
vidual who likes working
with people. Duties will inTHE Money Place seeks
Paid Loaded and Empty
clude assisting physical
dependable, hard working
Miles
therapist and staff with paoffice person who likes
tient care. Approximately
Seeking
Full/Part
Also
working with people. Send
32 hours a week. No
Time Company Drivers
resume to: 513-A South
phone calls please. Send
Apply In Person
resume to Physical Medi901-247-3141 • • 12th, Murray, KY 42071.
cine Services, 732 Vine Si,
877-203-0479
WESCRAFT
Murray, Ky 42071
Custom Builders.
Carpenters & carpenter
helpers needed. 759-2386.

TIRE AMNESTY
PROGRAM
CALL 759-3549

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

GlenDi Inc.

CHILDREN
Needed
Childcare service uttered
5 years daycare experience for more info call 7531757.
IN Home licensed DayCare
now has openings With
daily activities in play, art &
preschool curriculum 7670791
WILL Clean
Houses
Reasonable Tares, references
437-4064.120
Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware. Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. MidWest
Internet. On 121S

436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

3029 Butterworth
Rd., off 121 North
at Stella

270489-2462

ALL Toys & Collectibles.
Made before 1980.
270-759-3456.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call.
753-3633.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S. 12th, Murray.
HOMES,
Apartments.
Commercial, Farms. Quick
Closings.
Baker/
Investments. 1-800-5312246.

Alaska Fresh Seafood
Oieb
dike Do-Fish Company

. Group, Inc.
209 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
or fax to 759-8385

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

Our product comes directly from Alaskan icy waters to your
Call Us C1r See Our Truck Across
From Super America At Five Points!
COMPETITIVE MARKET PRICES!
Duayne and Dawn Olsen
Alaskan
Alaskan
844 Neale Trail
Murray, KY 42071
Salmon
Halibut
(270)759-3186

Ann's Country Kitchen
NEW MOORS STARTING SEPT. 24
Sunday 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tuesday thru Saturday 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Hazel, KY 492-8195
Country Cooking
Pond Raised Caffish Anytime
Homemade Rolls & Pies

12X52 with new room addition, roof with over hang.
new floors, & well. Near Ky.
1$6
Lake on 2 lots.
436-2568.
Appliances.
1985 14x70 Fleetwood. 2
br., 1 bath, new carpet, all
Large Selection
appliances. 2 new porches,
outbuilding. Must sell Call
759-5911 or 759-0974.
1995 CAVALIER- 3br, 2
bath. 16x80, dishwasher,
t he Square
Central air. 767-9796.
753-1713
1997
CLAYTON.
Doublewide. 28X60. 3br, 2
bath, gas fireplace. Large
family room. $29,500. Call
759-8662.
SECTIONAL Couch &
99 Fleetwood
rocker recliner. $500
14x50. Set-up at Fox
435-4556.
Meadows Mobile Home
Park aE-20. Partly furnished. Ready to move into
now. 753-6784
24FT. gooseneck stock
280
trailer. 7000 pound axle
$3000. 492-8158.
Mobile Homes For Rent
HYDRAULIC fold duo
14X70, 3br, 2 bath. 805
492-8411
plus
Highland. $300
•Vanety of andque hand &
deposit. 753-7581 after
garden plows (10)
6p m.
$500.00 all 436-2022
NICE 2br, Mobile home
210
No pets 753-9866

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

FIREWOOD $35 Rick
Delivered
& .. staked
4x4x8ft Oak Timbers, $3
1x6x8ft Oak Boards. $1.50
435-4494.

17111Pill IP
IXA7NCiW
Musical

Mobile Home Lois For Rent
1.2 acre $100/mo. 753
6012
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park. -An Exceptional
Community". Spaces available
at
$95.00/mo.
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up. City fire
and police protection, city
transit service. Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in
park. Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St. at
Canterbury and Westview.
753-3855.
PRIVATE Lot near Murray
$150/ month. Olive Branch
Realty. 767-9900.

PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment. Beautiful console
piano. No MONEY down.
150
1-800-371-1220.
Midis
PIANO for sale. Console.
For Sale
Excellent condition. Zero
2 BAR Chairs $20/ each.
down, assume low
Large coffee table. $15.
payments. See locally.
753-6747.
1-800-437-9757.
54 Cal. TIC Hawken
Muzzle loader. Too
Position Availablemany accessories to list.
Maintenance Secretary
Call 436-6028. M/F,
10am to 3pm.
Calloway County Schools
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight. Any size, priced
The Calloway County Board of
hundreds under any other
Education has an opening in the
competitor's price. Call
Maintenance department for a full-time
437-4877 for details.
secretary.
The position requires aboveSTRAW for sale. $2 bale.
average
computer
skills in word processCall 489-2436 if no answer,
ing, spreadsheet, and database applicaleave message.

The applicant must have knowledge of mechanical
systems, which include basic mechanics, drive components, pumps, cylinders and piping components.
Must be experienced in understanding and troubleshooting pneumatic and hydraulic systems. Must
possess a working knowledge and troubleshooting
skills in electricity, including circuit analysis.
AC/DC drives and controls. PLC's and electrical
safety. May be required to direct the work of lower
grade mechanics, coordinate their work and instruct
new employees or helpers. Must be able to work
necessary overtime on short notice and other tasks
that may be assigned.
•Indoor work
•Shift work is required with overtime
•Wage range from $16.82 to $18.29, depending on
experience
•Only qualified individuals need to apply
Please send resume to:

Ji

STRAW tor sale 1 75 bale
759 4718 753-4582

Firewood

EXCEL Group. Inc. in Murray, Kentucky
has an opening for a
Maintenance Technician

WALLIS FARM
MUMS

Mobile Homes For Sale

tic & Childcare

Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
$7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F.
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

tions. This individual will be responsible
for data entry and general office duties.
Applicants must enjoy working with a
variety of individuals and have the ability to process multiple work assignments. Salary will be commensurate
with education and experience.
Excellent fringe benefits. Send resume
and cover letter to: Calloway County
Board of Education, Attention: Karen
Brandon, P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY
42071 by Wednesday, October 4, 2000.
The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOT for rent. 492-8488.
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Business Rental

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
men% For Rent
1
&
2br. apts in
Farmington. $295 up.
Includes water, stove,
refrigerator, W/D. dishNo
washer.
pets.
References & deposit
required. 345-2748 or 7624483.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BF1 Like new, all appliances. Diuguid Dr. Also 1
br studios near campus_
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
1BR. Apt. Clean and nice
with appl including W/D.
No pets!
Call 270-753-9841 or
436-5496. _
2BR Near MSU $325.
water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, All utilities paid.
Close to MSU. Deposit &
lease. No pets. $390.
759-4826_
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
$275. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
2BR. apt. Clean and nice
with appl. including W/D
No pets! Call 753-9841 or
436-5496.
28R. townhouse. Duiguid
Dr. $325/mo. Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR. DUPLEX 1409-A
HILLWOOD DR $350/M0
7594-406
3BR Apartment near MSU.
Stove, refrigerator, furnished. C/H/A, lease
required. $375/ month.
759-4696.
4br.. Townhouse.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.

AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
AVAILABLE Sept 1st
Exceutive-type duplex
3br., 2 full baths.
All appliances except WD
907-A N. 20th St
753-8242(home)
559-7378 (work).
DUPLEX On Single Lot
Near Murray Elementary &
University. 2br, appliances
including dishwasher & w/d
hook up. $325/ month
753-8096 or 753-2633.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N 16th
St.. now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
Equal
Call 753-1970
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 2br. duplex, close to
university. W/D hookup
stove, refrigerator, air condition furnished. $325. plus
deposit. Call 435-4114.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
WOW!
No waiting list'
Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2,br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

I

340
Houses For Rent

2BR. 1 bath. Gas heat.
refrigerator.
stove
&
Furnished with garage
$425
759-1070
2BR, 1 bath W/D hook up.
No pets, close to campus.
Lease/ Deposit $375
753-8136
2BR, 1 bath Gas heat
$295/ month plus deposit
753-9826
3BR House Located on
Murray Paris Road. Gas
HiA $300/ rent plus $350
deposit No dogs.
492-8360.
38R, 1 bath. Gas heat in
Almo $375 Call
759-1070.
3BR, 2 bath house.
Fenced backyard. All appliances, available immediately. $475/mo. Lease/
Deposit 625 Broad St. Call
Rick, 753-1268 or 7595073
5BR, 1 bath & 2 half baths.
Gas heat, $475./ month
plus deposit 753-9826.
SMALL 2br. brick house. 1
mile from city limits. Hwy
641 S. $400. 753-6156.
SMALL House, 7 miles
East of Murray. Linzy
Beane residence.
" 436-2582.
SYCAMORE & Woodlawn
Brick 3br., 1 bath. $495/mo
+ security deposit. No
dogs. 474-2520.
360
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home. Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry. $170. plus deposit
of $125. Utilities included.
753-9211.

2. 3 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109
2BR, 1 bath. C/H/A, close
to MSU. $450/ month. Call
759-1070.
ON Kentucky Lake.
2br. home, fully furnished
$350/mo + deposit & utilities. Call 436-5459 after
5PM.

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536.

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

WANT ADS
WORK

STORAGE SPACE
30,000 sq. ft. available
Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

Located Bel-Air Center

SALES/ TELEMARKETING

Call Mike Falconite

Can You Sell?

270-534-4006

*Sales Experience Required
*Guaranteed $2.O(X)/mo. Plus
*Full Benefits
Health Insurance *401K

Call Mike at 753-2222
or Fax Resume to 753-2922

11113213 C11111

Ca

Murray-Calloway County Hospotal. a leader, on
proondong Quoddy healthcare on Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the toduworsa lob operands

Licensed Practical Nurses: Long Term Care
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of Nursing
Benefits include. Health/Dental/Life Ins..
HolidayNacation/Sick Pay, Child Care,
Attendance Bonus, Tuition Reimbursement
Contact: Kristy Weaser,
RN, A DON
270-762-1277
for more information.
Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

City Route
Available
Immediately
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should
apply to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.
753-1916
1001 Whitnell Avenue
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180
Livestock & Suppbes

Pets & Suppasis
FREE Kittens 759-885u

OFFICE Building 2800sq
4 310 S 4th St 753-4703

FEFilltTS 1 Male Sable
1 Female Albino 3yrs
shots & fixed Custom
cage 71"2'x5' 3 levels
$300 270-354-9584 after
5p m

380
Pets & Suppbes
AKC Lab Puppies 3
males 3 females $175
each 435 4556

Livestock & Supplies

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

CLEAN KY 31 Fescue
Seed 94°. Germ 85c/ lb
270-345-2545

For UM

For Sate

10YR Old 3br. 2 full baths 1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
Basement house on 1 with large deck & 2 car
acre 2 miles outside of garage with open floor
Almo city limits On Brooks plan Priced to sell at
Chapel Road 1200sq ft
$109.000 For an appoint440
finished garage with 10 ment call
Lots For Sale
ceiling $46,500
270-759-9874 or
270-395-5927
309-837-1334
110'X300' Lot (Residentia
or commercial) with city 1991, 3br, 2 bath brick 3BR, Freshly painted
utilities Located lust out- ranch On 1 acre corner lot Fireplace utility, zoned
in Candlelight Estates multi or single family 500'
side of city on Bailey Road
Broker Owned 1-800-586- Priced to sell at $92,000 from University Century 21
3740 Ext 4221. Century Call 753-3372 for an Loretta Job Realtors 1appointment
800-586-3740 Ext 4218
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
3BR 2 bath home on 27
753-1492
Story house
North Calloway NEW 11 2
LOTS for sale Starting at acres
3br, 21/2 bath on 8 2 acres
condition
Excellent
area
$11,000 Price includes
270-354-9188 after 4p m
water, septic & driveway 753-1410
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
MURRAY Estates
YOU SHOW US:
Lots for sale,
•Average credit I not perfect)
270-435-4487.
•Steady income history
1-888-673-0040
anup
Horse Shoeing
759-0962

Global Mortgage Link

MOVING SALE
(Huge)
5 miles south of Murray on 641
Discount
on
right
before
Tobacco City.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Furniture, lots of household items,
toys. wood stoves, electric range,
piano.

•
WE SHOW YOU
•100q loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Farms Far Sale
Farm
in
53
ACRE
Farmington area. 1/2 timber, 1/2 tillable Call 270251-0667

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

4BR 2 baths Zoned for
multi family or single family
Near University Broker
Owned 1-800-586-3740
Ext 3436 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492
MARTIN Heights- 5br, sitting on 11,2 lots on knoll 2
master suites palladium
windows transoms, 3 car
heated garage Reduced
1-800-586-3740 Ext 3440
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492
OWNER Relocated Must
sell very private 3br., 2
bath on 1.4 acres in
Aurora. Vaulted ceilings
throughout, 2 person
Jacuzzi tub. central H/A, all
appliances. 1 mile from the
lake. Must see!. $54,000.
759-8092
REDUCED! Must Seel
bnck, 2 baths
3br
w/whirlpool, great room
w/fp, column entry. formal
dining room, neutral colors,
plantation blinds
116 Murray Estates
759-4644

HOME IMPROVEMENT
,
I Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-41136-2269
1-800-821-6907
E•Pmates

"'El) & INSI, RED

Hr

W.'

Tree Trimming
-('leanup

SerTice

I•

Tr; m'rung Full Larze of
Equipment
.4"...7
4
;
1 1-,0
fi
Paul Lamb
,r1t,!'11L'
I

(i:

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

"We Specitilize ill Cleaning"
•Brick •All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways

1-800-909-9064

HOME
FURNISHINGS

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Sert0g,The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Ca'oei • v!i-y • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

Your Ad
Could
Fiery!
LAKE LAND PAINTING
!Nil RIOR & EXTERI()R PAINTING

idential, Commercial & Industrial
•
'K RESTORATION
)\11 ,
,

Fkii

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

David Gallimore, Owner

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 •Sat. 9-4

Free Estimates

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)
Pr.qcct \ our asphalt from
SUIi. oxidation. water penetration.
and nany other harmful factors
that rob !, our asphalt of itself'

\ FINISHES
•SPI_CIA1 COATINGS
•\ 'I TI sPI-C COATINGS

753-6895
r\iinuTERIZED ESTIMATES:
I);\ IW RED- OWNER: JINIOSBURN

CONSTRUCTION
ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL,INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

e.

Ayholt DoeA Not Improve
With Age And Putt Is Why

ASPHALT
itIAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!

L

• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

Call Us

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

Picket • Privacy • Farm Fences • Teck Deck • Rail

Maintenance Free •lifetime Warranty • Free Estimates

SUMMER SALE!

Toon

We also carry Ornamental Aluminum.

410111160,
'
H fl_nflYs

Call Martha at Hoffman's Inc.

270-759-4512

•
0

Visit Our Showroom Today
6

CAR

T & FL OR COVE

Taylor
Rd

MUtray
F
7

•
Hwy 641 1 11 miles south el
KNOT'S
Yuma to TasTlyforAd
HeVel
Ilocti 1500 yetis.
1.3c:I64VO •000M08VH •lANIA • 3111 dIN03• 3111 3IAIV1130

753_7728

WV

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205 — 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071 • Fax (270) 753-1927

MOVING

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching. aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
YARD-TECH
•FALL lawn power
seeding
•Landscape maintenance
•Mums and mulching
437-4723
ODD Jobs Wanted. Call
after 5p.m. 474-2309

ikissoi..-tnrE

AlLICTICUST]

From Murray Take Hwy 121 SE 10 Miles To New Concord,
Take Hwy 444 East 4.8 Miles To Beat Farmer Road, Turn
Left, Proceed 1.3 Miles To Property ...Signs Posted!!
Blood River - Kentucky Lake "Hamlin Community"
11

Atkir
.

In 8 Tracts 8, Combinations

Experience!
•

*Parking lots
*Striping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

—G01111-G=101111-G-00/11E

11

WE DOT Over 34 Years

Hawthorne Fence, Teck Deck, Boston Railing,
Cambridge Railing & Traditional Railing

DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645
DECKS, Roofing Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience
Gerald
Walters 753-2592
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
Chain link, custom wood
tree work, cleaning out
privacy fences, installation
sheds, gutters, etc
repairs at reasonable
and
436-2867
prices. Insured.
Carpentry,
ALL
Deckle Farley. 759-1519,
Electrical. Home building,
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
remodeling.
additions.
Trimming,
removal, stump
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile grinding, firewood Insured
repair,
vinyl
siding. 489-2839
GRAVEL & top soil tor sate
References. Call Larry
We also build driveway &
Nimmo.
roads
753-9372, 753-0353.
270-437-4838
ANTENNAS
Including
HANDYMAN Jobs
RV's, TV Towers, rotors.
Decks, replace shingles,
amplifiers, and accesgutters, painting, plumbing.
sories
electrical, vinyl, concrete,
Dish Network & Direct TV
brick & block work. No job
Satellite Systems, Sales,
too small! 753-7416.
Service and Installation
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
Beasley's Antenna
wanted. No job too small.
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY Give us a call. Yes we paint
houses. Phone:
502-759-0901.
436-5759 or 753-2388.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Travis Asphalt
Pick Up & Deliver
Sealing
753-5668
*Driveways

NO MINIMLIM.SI NO RESERVATIOIVSI
Saturday, October 7tti At 10:00 A. M.
Southeast Calloway c.a. filmar New Concord"
INI IE 4011. IFt INAILBRIFt Alf, BC IE NI"I"ILA IC IClr

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDviOoD • CARPET

save on the following styles:

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916

Ronnie Geurin
Owner

CARPET El
FLOORING

FENCING

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Workmanship
Quality
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

759-9444

Arshilialt Doctor
With 21 Years Everience hi
1/i,' Asphalt Industry.

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
1991 6 cyl Plymouth
Licensed & Insured Call
Voyager SE mini van
Luke Lamb At
BACKHOE SERVICE
Burgundy on Burgundy 4
1-877-902-5262 or
Asking ROY HILL Septic system,
captain chairs
270-753-2555
$3000 Call Bobby at 759- drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
ROOF LEAKING?
8707.
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SILLS! Big Truck Tire &
Auto dealer will arrange financing
Brake Shop. I Make
even if you have been turned down
Service Calls. 759-5535 or
before Loans available for bankrupt.
853-5595.
bad credit, no credit. No co-signers
SUREWAY
necessary.
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Call Ruthie
Insured with full line of
equipment
753-2222
Free estimates
24 Hours 1-800-953-2050
753-5484

270-759-1953

- 0,00z1e,_

Heritage Vinyl Products

97 SILVER Taurus GL
Excellent condition $5800
Call 436-2682 anytime

Offered

6 Month Warranty
Lowest Prices
Starting at $550.00

FREE ESTIMATES

g

270-759-2288

1996 NISSAN
Sentra
Sedan 4dr, GXE, 4cyl
Front wheel drive. 64,xxx
miles New tires $7995
753-8062, leave message
1997 TAURUS GI_ Power
everything. 82.xxx. Must
see to appreciate. $6295
759-9854 or 753-8355.

15FT Jon boat fully
equipped,
like
new
Express boat & trailer Call
270-492-8852

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS

GUARANTEE ON MA FR/AL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE
FY!
!

We Service AllBrands
TVA licar Pump Contruc

1992 FORD Taurus Wagon
Lx. Green. economy V-6.
157K miles. Loaded with
all power options. Very
good car Asking $2250
obo. 753-8900. After 5 call
753-0071

& Motors

ARCHITECT
Need Some House Plans?
I still use the conventional
way to draw plans by drafting board Very reasonable Kirk Shoudy
759-5550
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
CONCRETE Finishing
•Driveways
•Patios
*Sidewalks
•Free estimates
435-4619

AUTO LOANS

A

Cross Country Or Local

753-1916 for more details!

IN I IN('
rif \N
1st ;

Wiggins Furniture

—Moving=

Call Kathy or Debra at

1992 CHRYSLER Fifth
Avenue. 4dr, loaded. 1
owner 753-7394

1992 Coachmen Trailer,
27' 2drs. fully self-contained, very nice, $6,500
firm. 753-3574

Vans

Pius...all other home improvements

277;7
7373,7z

1967 BUICK Wild Cat. 4
door, less than 80,xxx
miles One owner Call
492-8853

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

*Replace rotten or water damaged floor-,
•Install braces & floor joists under houses t(,'
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

SERVICES OFFERED

PAINTERS

1.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

901-247-5422

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

Used Cars

1996
NEON
Hi-Line
69.xxx miles Very clean
$4800 obo 753-6015,
please leave message

•Vin‘l Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1984 CHEVY S-10 Blazer
2wd. auto cruise, tilt, CD
player, new tires New
transmission low miles
$2900 obo 519-5330

1993 FORD Crown Vic
White, 4dr, high miles
$2300 obo 759-1070
1994 ALTIMA SE Loaded,
81,xxx miles New tires,
good condition Call after
6p.m 759-9324
1996 Dodge Avenger.
White. loaded. $9800. 7598127.

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing

OUTSTANDING Home in 1985 4x4 Ford diesel 34
Canterbury
Estates ton 492-8411
Immediate
possession 1990 8 cyT 460cu in Ford
4br, 212 baths 1520 E350 box truck with 16ft
Canterbury
over the cab box Asking
436-5922
$5000 Call Bobby at
753-4299
&ATVs
1997 GMC Sierra Pick up.
red, like new 753-0392
1999 Kawasaki Prairie 4
wheeler Excellent condiCampers
tion $4.000 753-8743

1992 NISSAN Sentra
5spd, 4 cyl p/s, p/b. cc.
a/c, spoiler. Custom stereo,
new paint, 138,xxx miles.
$3000. obo. 270-759-2310.
leave message

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFER
SERVICES
CLEANING
.A.

Offered

Used Trucks

Tracts Of di Acres To 26 AIXICIrIEM

All With IPWWEICII Frontage
Many Beautiful Homesites
Ideal For Homes Or Cottages
QUIET - RELAXING - PEACEFUL
WOODS - HUNTING - RECREATIONAL
MINUTES FROM MURRAY—AT KY LAKE
Fantastic Secluded Get Away Settings,.
DEER - WILD TURKEY - SMALL GAME
wau.,- ....._
..... TArli:WE ir.l11141 C.III. AM SG OE 7"11E'• II
115% Ctownrm,WIltly A KAininrsamm Dopsoolt Of
53 000-00 Pow Tract
Haellaarion In 30 Dam
li
The Auction Will Be Held At The Fire Stratton
On Hwy 444 At Now Concord, KY

VISA
jRC

?vet= AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

11
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: My son and ize that there are other people out
daughter-in-law asked me to baby- there Just like him, so he is not
sit my new grandson when she alone
Please tell vuur readers about
returned to work three days a week.
They also told me they wouldn't let NSA so other families like mine can
me" unless I agreed to accept $10 be helped.
an hour. My son is very successful GRATEFUL WIFE AND MOTHER
and makes more than $100,000 a
year They know I have few opporDEAR GRATEFUL: With
tunities to earn spending money.
pleasure. Thank you for sharing
My son returned from work at your family's success story. The
the end of my first day of baby sit- National Stuttering Association
ting and didn't pay me, so I went can be reached at (800) 364home. Later, I ran into my daugh- 1677. The address is 5100 E.
ter-in-law at the market, and she LaPalma Ave., Suite 208, Anaasked if my son had paid me..I said, heim Hills, CA 92807. The Web
"No," but since they were coming site is: www.nsastutter.org. The
over for dinner on Saturday night, I e-mail is: nsastutter(at)aol.com.
told her they could pay me then. We
*5*
had dinner Saturday night and neither one of them paid me.(They are
DEAR ABBY: I would like to add
very forgetful people.)
this "tragic" experience to your "You
Should I ask them for my know you're getting old when ..."
money? My husband says if they collection.(Yes, it happened to me!)
aren't going to pay me, I will have
You know you're getting old
to find other part-time work if I when your son greets you by saying,
want my own spending money.
"Hi, Mom. I just joined AARP!"
GEORGIA GRANDMA
FEELING OLD IN ARKANSAS

iited to delay action pending furAn earth tremor was felt this
ther
study of the TOPICS Plan.
morning at 8:19 in Murray and all
Births
reported include a girl to
of the Kentucky-Tennessee area. It
was between 4.5 and 5.0 on the Mr. and Mn. William Vance, Sept.
Richter Scale, according to the 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Mid-America Remote Sensing Ray Hamilton, Sept. 21; a boy to
Center at Murray State University. Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Gafford, Sept.
The tremor lasted about 25 sec- 22; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
McLeon,Sept. 23.
onds.
Charity Anderson, Tripp TibForty years ago
betts and Travis Turner, seniors at
Published is a picture of Murray
Calloway County High School, )layor Holmes Ellis purchasing the
have been named commended stu- first bag of light bulbs from Bob
dents of National Merit Scholarship Hendon, president, Robert Huie,
program.
project chairman, and George LiMurray State University Racers gon, member, of the Murray Lions
heat Eastern Illinois 14 to 10 in a Club.
football game at Stewart Stadium.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp and Dr.
Twenty years ago
James C. Han have been elected as
Max B. Hurt of Iiirksey was the
speaker at the Founders Day con- officers of the Chief Chennubby
vocation at Murray State University District of Calloway, Marshall and
Sept. 24. Hurt was a member of the Graves Counties.
Murray High School Tigers beat
school's second graduation class.
This was the 57th anniversary of Mayfield Cardinals 20 to 13 in a
the first day of classes at the insti- football game.
Fifty years ago
tution.
Resicleats of the area witnessed
Winners of the Carp & Gar
Hunt, sponsored by Jenny Ridge a total eclipse of the moon last
Bowhunters Society, were Ken night as the phenomenon started
Bucy, Bud Raspberry, Bill Settle, about 8:30 p.m.
The Kentucky Chamber of
Billy Dodd and Don Hayes.
Fifth Governor's Tour
Commerce
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Shelton, Sept. of state parks will arrive in Murray
13.
tomorrow at 9:30 a.m., headed by
Thirty years ago
Gov. Earle C. Clements.
Lida Waldrop and Pat Darnell
Approximately 50 downtown
merchants appeared in a body be- were married Sept. 24 in Corinth.
fore the Murray City Council. Their Miss.
spokesman told the council that if
Mrs. Goebel Roberts, Mrs. Newthe angle parking around the square man Grogan and Mrs. Ray Ross are
could not be retained, then they officers of the Almo High School
were against the entire traffic im- unit of the Parent-Teacher Associaprovement plan. The council later tion.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For the past
three years, I've suffered from an
embarrassing problem: Whenever I
speak, my saliva literally explodes
into the face of my listeners, who may
have to use a handkerchief to wipe
away the mess. Then, they predictably
and understandably go to great
lengths to avoid me. 1 am a pariah.
What causes this?
DEAR READER. I do not know the
cause of your unusual problem, but it
appears to be related to the mechanics of speaking. I believe that your
most productive first step would be to
seek the services of a speech therapist, who may be able to re-train you
to articulate in a manner that doesn't
spray people to whom you are talking.
In the unlikely event that you have
developed a physical abnormality of
the mouth, the therapist can refer you
to appropriate medical specialists.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For months, I've
had a burning sensation at the back of
my throat, associated with fetid breath
and a foul taste. I've been checked
with blood tests, an endoscopic exam
of my stomach and a chest X-ray - all
of which are normal. Could certain
foods cause my problem?
DEAR READER: Some foods,
notably citrus and spices, could certainly aggravate your problem.
However, I'm concerned that the bitter taste in your mouth could well
reflect a hidden infection. For example, you could be suffering from sinus

BOW TO REAM US.
BY PHONE
Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

270-753-1916

inflammation, from which infected
mucus drains down the back of your
throat, causing burning and halitosis
(bad breath). Or you may simply have
a post-nasal drip from allergies or air
pollutants that irritates the delicate
tissues of your throat. Finally, you
could have a dental infection. Infected
teeth need not be painful; sometimes
they cause few symptoms other than
bad breath and a foul taste.
Therefore, while experimenting
with foods that may contribute to your
problem, ask your doctor to refer you
to an otolaryngologist. Such a throat
specialist may be able to identify the
cause of your symptoms. Also, to
touch all the bases, obtain a consultation from a dentist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
osteoarthritis for which my doctor has
prescribed Mobic, a new drug. What
can you tell me about it?
DEAR READER: Meloxicam (brand
name: Mobic) was recently approved
by the Food and Drug Administration
for sale in the United States; the product has been used successfully for
years in Europe.
Mobic joins a rapidly enlarging family of medications called non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs. Similar compounds include Celebrex, Vioxx,
L,odine and others. These medications
effectively interfere with certain
enzymes that cause inflammation.
Although U.S. experience with
Mobic is limited, the drug appears to
be effective, safe and reasonably
priced. Major side effects are diarrhea, nausea and upset stomach.
Pregnant women should not take it.
The usual dosage is 7.5 to 15 milligrams a day.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DR. GOTT

General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

Ledger -Times

Ak. IL._-Ner

DEAR GRANDMA:There's no
harm in reminding your son
and daughter-in-law if they forget to pay you. Raise the subject
of the money by asking them
whether you should submit a
weekly invoice for their tax
purposes. Then agree on a payment schedule so all three of
you have a clear understanding
about how often you should
expect to be paid.
*

DEAR ABBY: Both my husband
and our 12-year-old daughter are
stutterers. We recently discovered
an organization that has helped
them enormously, and I would like
to share it with your readers: The
National Stuttering Association
(NSA), a self-help organization for
people who stutter, provides literature for parents of children
who stutter and,in addition, a video
for children.
After years of difficult times at
school, our daughter had poor selfesteem. Through NSA, we were
able to learn about the various
speech therapies that are available,
and our daughter is in an excellent
therapy program near our home.
Her self-esteem has now improved.
My husband has also gained confidence by attending NSA meetings
(there are chapters all across the
country). NSA has helped him real-

c:.iv'Is

L_C11•11I201
OPEN WIDE,

DEAR FEELING OLD: Don't
let it get to you. I hear they're
taking 'em younger and
younger.

Good advice for everyone - teens to
seniors - is in "The Anger in All of Us
and How to Deal With It." To order,
send a business-size, self-addressed
envelope, plus check or money order
for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Anger Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, IL 81054-0447.(Postage
Is included.)

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Sept. 27, 2000
Make the most of your sixth sense. Your
imagination leads you in new directions
and helps you break new ground. If there
is something you have always wanted to
do. do it. You might not always be realistic about the people you meet. You might
not see clearly through issues involving
money and feelings. If single, you meet a
lot of people. Choose with care. You
often have difficulty understanding others. If attached, the two of you talk a lot
about dreams, and you'll make one real
this birthday year. LIBRA is a soul mate.

'
41111k,
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
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1 The Lion
4 Small and
unimportant
9 Paunchy
12 Hockey great
13 Special
edition
14 Paddle
15 Flaunts
17 Record of
the past
19 Part of face
21 Female rel.
22 Advise
25 Floats
29 Plural ending
30- Welles
32 Iranian
currency
33 Home plate
caN
35 Dakota
Indian
37 Snow runner
38 Mountains of
Europe
1
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1 Tennis stroke
2 Make a
mistake
3 Animal
4

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Listen to your sixth sense. In
fact, doing little but gathering information proves to be your best course of
action. Understand that another means
well but has a way of getting things confused. Give yourself and others space. Be
careful with money. Tonight: Take a
night off.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your imagination gives you
answers. Use your gift of ingenuity to
enhance relationships and any other
heartfelt interests. Review your wish list.
You bring success toward you. Just
decide to make it happen. Tonight: Join
friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others seek you out for ideas.
You gain a new sense of direction. Don't
allow another to push you in a direction
you'd rather not go. Emotional clarity
might be hard to find. Emphasize what it
is that you want. Finances could spin out
of control if you're not careful. Tonight:
In the limelight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Read between the lines at
work. Make important phone calls and
seek out facts. A boss or higher-up
appreciates your work. You smile, and
others respond to your requests. Apply
your unusually intuitive mind to your
work. Tonight: Consider a weekend getaway.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Relate to others one-on-one.
You know what words to use and exactly
when to use them. Explore the possibility of a trip or signing up for a workshop.
Be understanding when dealing with
another. Grab an offer that helps enhance
your knowledge. Don't allow your emotions to go to extremes. Tonight: With
your best friend.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

19

_.4Iro*P
45,0144,
(
I'M
IINOT TALKING
HAVE YOU NOTICED THAT
AS MIKA AS 1 , I'M NOT.BU66iNG ,A)U ANY MORE
usEc, To....._j BY TALKIN6 100 MUCH 7

40 Unconcerned
42 Song words
44 Heavy
fishing tool
45 South of Ala
47 Man's
nickname
48 Antagonistic
52 Standard of
perfection
55 Beard of
grain
56 Money
holder
58 Biology or
chemistry
(abbr.)
59 Oolong
60 Besmirch
61 SaultMarie

ACROSS

-1-E.Ft co r W C:0 Ft S.IE
IN BUSiNESS, NOWFIGURED I SHOULD
w
LOOmilion
K THE FAIril

with a family member. You try to be light
and cheerful, but being open and clear
might be better. Don't count on information you hear. Check out facts.
Understand that the time has come to
start anew with a loved one. Tonight:
Flirt the night away.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Touch base with a loved one
who might be out of sorts or confused.
Add clarity to an emotional situation if
possible. Avoid risks and be clear with
financial partners. Decide about your
security and stick to it. Tonight: Make a
favorite meal._
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Keep asking a question until
you get an answer. Another might not
intend to be vague. A decision you have
been putting off needs to be made.
Resolutions made today can endure.
Don't allow anyone to pull the wool over
your eyes. Tonight: Visit with a friend.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Curb spending, as you might
not have the whole story straight. Listen
to co-workers and discuss a project that
you care about. Another might be elusive, but understand that it is unintentional. Carefully evaluate decisions that
involve finances and your day-to-day
life. Tonight: Discuss a home office.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Personal resolutions made
today are likely to endure. Listen to a
child or loved one. Feelings run high,
and others have trouble clarifying their
emotions. Indulge another, but know
when you have said enough. Make an
extra effort toward a child or loved one.
Tonight: Your call.

CROSSWORDS

.1 21. chin...ft

HONESTLY, Jo - WHEN
you CAME IN Tf-tE.
POOR.) HARDLy
RECO6NIZED
you!

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Others are clearly in control.
Work within the situation. You can
decide whether to be a pan of it or not.
Confusion marks a friendship with a person who has good intentions. Make a resolution about how you choose to relate to
others. Tonight: Say yes.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Pace yourself and clear out
additional work. A boss might not have a
clear idea of his demands. You need to
acknowledge "the boss" for his innovations, even if it is up to you to put them
to work. Opt for a new beginning with a
loved one. Tonight: Midweek play.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
* Evaluate what is happening
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8- Arafat
9 Egg - yong
10 Swiss river
11 Undertake
16- dancer
18 Former
Russian ruler
20 Ancient
chariot
22 Korean city
23 Exorbitant
interest rate
24 Games
26 Suspicion
(slang)
27 Removed
28 Skid
31 Short letters
34 Sailor
36 Smarter
39 Raise
41 Clothed
43 Hair holders
46 Styptic
48 Chapeau
49 Is in debt
50 Nahoor
sheep
51 Before
(Poetic)
53 Perform
54 Mendacity
57 A cont

9
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Rival WKU opens OVC slate for Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With a new head coach and a young
quarterback, the 'Murray State Racers have
been like a child learning to ride a bike.
There have been various bumps (Samford) and bruises (Middle Tennessee State)
along the was. But there have also been
a fair share of triumphs (Southern Illinois) and successes (Indiana State).
And, for the most part. Murray has
passed those early tests with a 2-2 mark
in its non-conference slate.
However, the training wheels will come
off this Saturday when the Racers welcome old rival Western Kentucky to Roy
Stewart Stadium for a 6 p.m. contest.
"This is the week that we've been
looking forw ard to ever since we came

to Murray State.- said first-year head poll with league wins over UT-Martin
coach Joe Pannunzio, concerning the annu- (71-0) and Southeast Missouri State (38al "Battle for the Red Belt" with WKU 14). The 'Toppers' slate also includes an
and the beginning of the Ohio Valley impressive 23-0 victory over nationallyranked Elon.
Conference schedule.
"I think they're a lot like their coach
"This thing with the Red Belt is a lot
bigger than I thought. It's just like play- (Jack Harbaugh) - a tough., bard-nosed
ing for the Ax or the Brown Jug when football team," Pannunzio said. "Their
I was at Minnesota. The kids take this defense is awfully good. They've held
two teams scoreless, and that happens for
thing very seriously," he added.
The Hilltoppers have walked off the a reason ... They're one of the teams
field with the Red Belt more often than we're going to have to beat to win the
not in the past decade, winning seven of OVC."
If the Racers are to defeat their rivals,
the last nine meetings between the two
schools. Western leads the all-time series they will have to do it without the serv33-24-7, including last year's 21-15 tri- ices of' two key defensive players.
Free safety Jersmy -Davis was lost for
umph in Bowling Green.
WKU (3-0) enters Saturday's matchup the season after -breaking his right arm
ranked 24th in the Division 1-AA Top 25 in a loss to Middle Tennessee State. Mur-

ray also lost defensi‘e end Ed Johnson big challenge for the Racers - considerfor at least three weeks, due to a sprained ing MSU's struggles with the option-orileft knee he suffered in last weekend's ented attacks of Samford and Indiana
State.
41-24 win over Indiana State,
During a loss at Samford, the Racers
The Racers are expecting to get senior cornerback Tyrone Graham back this were burned by fullback Kadell Wright week. Graham sprained an ankle in the a career-high 140 yards on 30 carries MTSU game and did not play against and were caught by surprise on a pair of
touchdown strikes off play-action.
the Sycamores.
In last Saturday's win, MSU contained
Junior offensive lineman Sam Gregg
will miss Saturday's contest because of a the Indiana State running game, but allowed
quarterback Jamie Dishroom to scramble
sprained knee.
"We've got a lot of guys banged up for 109 yards on 18 attempts.
"We've had trouble with the option
right now," said Pannunzio. "Right now,
I think they (WKU) are a better football twice." Pannunzio noted. "We couldn't
team than we are. We'll have -to play the stop the fullback at Sarnford, and we
best game we've played this season in couldn't stop the quarterback against Indiana State. So we're working on trying to
order to beat these guys."
Stopping Western's option will be a stop those things."

Jones traded to
Wizards; Boston's
Pierce stabbed

Colts blast Jags
43-14 Monday
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Ter- out and paid those bills."
The Colts sacked Mark Brunell
rence Wilkins, the smallest player on the Indianapolis Colts, looked five times for 40 yards, including
gigantic on the football field to one that resulted in a safety. and
pressured him on nearly every
the Jacksonville Jaguars.
The 5-foot-7 Wilkins played for play.
"We needed this," safety Jason
the first time since suffering a
concussion on Aug. 12. and had Belser said. "We wanted to come
a career-high nine receptions and out and make a statement."
Manning had all the time he
148 yards as the Colts beat Jacksonville 43-14 on Monday night. needed. nearly all night, complet"It was good to have him back." ing 23 of 36 passes without an
said Peyton Mannine, who passed interception or a sack. He spread
for a franchise-record 440 yards the ball around to six receivers
with Wilkins, Ken Dilger, Jerome
and threw for four touchdowns.
Meanwhile. a defense that had Pathon and Marvin Harrison each
been criticized for having just one catching a TD pass.
Indianapolis (2-1) sent Jacksack and one turnover in its first
two games. held Jacksonville score- sonville (2-2) home with the thirdless and to a net of 52 yards in worst loss in its six-year history:
"When we play smart, and we
the second half.
"We showed up for work today." play physical, and we play for 60
linebacker Cornelius Bennett said. minutes. we're a good team," said
"I said two weeks ago. that was Belser, remembering that Indiwhat was missing - getting anapolis allowed Oakland to overturnovers and giving the ball to come a 2I-point deficit for a 3831 victory in its last game.
the offense in great position.
"I told the guys before the game
"Our coaches told us we couldit was time to pay some bills. n't give them .any big plays."
We're all overdue and we went Belser said.

PASS HAPPY...Peyton Manning threw for a franchise record 440 yards
and connected with his receivers for four touchdowns as the Colts
blasted Jacksonville 43-14 Monday night.

Staff, wire reports
Former Murray State star
Popeye Jones was traded
from the Denver Nuggets
to the Washington Wizards
Monday.
A 6-8. 250-pound power
forward. Jones averaged
double digits. in points and
rebounds early in his sevenyear career. However, knee
and back injuries have limited him to 72 games over
the last three seasons with
Toronto. Boston and Denver.
Slowed by an early-season back injury. Jones averaged 8.3 minutes and 2.6
rebounds in 40 games with
the Nuggets last season. He
is healthy entering the Wizards' training camp.
Jones, who has averaged
8.2 rebounds and 7.9 points
for his career, played for
Darrell Walker. the Wizards'
director of player personnel

and former interim coach,
when Walker coached the
Toronto Raptors in 199697.
Jones also played against
Michael Jordan, the Wizards'
president of basketball operations.
Pierce
stabbed:
BOSTON
SAP) Paul
Pierce
w a s
recovering Monday after
being
JONES
stabbed in
the face,
neck and back at a night
club.
He was with several
friends when he was attacked
during a fight in the pool
room of the Buzz Club in
the city's theater district.

MSU soccer team tops among new programs
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women'. os. cer team is ranked No. I among
NCAA Division I . first-year
women's' soccer programs in this
week's poll issued by Soccer Buz/
Magazine.
According to the magatine's Web
site - http://www.soccerbuzz.com
-the Racers are far and away the
best first-year program in the nation.

At 6-4. MSU has as many wins
as any other three first-year teams
combined.
The poll was the first issued
this season.
Coastal Carolina is second to
Murray State with a 2-4-2 record,
followed by 2-6 Arkansas State,
which hosts the Racers Saturday
at 1 p.m. in Jonesboro, Ark.
The Racers will host Ohio Valley Conference foe Tennessee-Mar-

tin Wednesday at 4 p.m. at Cutchin
Field.
Cross Country
JONESBORO,Ark.-The Murray State men's cross country team
ran to a second-place finish in the
six-team Arkansas State Pizza Inndian Invitational Saturday.
The MSU men finished with
41 points, six behind first-place
Western Kentucky, the 10th-ranked
team in the Southeast Region. Ole

Miss was third with 67 points.
Junior Jeremy Kirk led the Racers with a fourth-place finish out
of49 runners,completing the 6,400meter course in 20 minutes, 31
seconds. On the women's side, the
Lady Racers were third out of
seven teams with 80 points, five
behind second-place Memphis.
Western Kentucky won the
women's title with 22 points while
Ole Miss placed fourth.

Glavine rolls to
20th victory 6-0
MONTREAL AP) The magic
number for Tom Glavine was 20.
Glavine became a 20-game winner for the fifth time, pitching his
20th career shutout Monday as the
Atlanta Braves heat the Montreal
Expos 6-0.
"The older you get. these things
are sweeter because they show
consistency and longevity." he said.
"I want to feel I've been a consistent pitcher throughout my
career."
Glavine (20-9) allowed eight
hits in his second shutout of the
season, striking out three and walking none.
He joined Toronto's Da‘id Wells
as the only 20-game winners in
the major leagues.
"He's one of the great pitchers
of our time.- Braves manager
Bobby Cox said. "Five times is
an amazing accomplishment. As

great as
Ryan and Tom
Seaver were, they never did that.Atlanta. which already clinched
a playoff berth, increased its NL
East lead to four games over second-place New York and lowered
its magic number to three for clinching its ninth consecutive division
title.
The Braves and Mets are scheduled to start a three-game series
Tuesday night in New York.
In other NL games. Arizona
beat Colorado 6-4 and Chicago
edged Philadelphia 4-3.
Before the game. the Expos
confirmed that Felipe Alou would
return for a 10th season as manager in 2001.
Glavine got his 19th victory
Sept. 5 against Arizona, then lost
to the Expos, Diamondbacks and
Mets. He also won 20 games in
1991. 1992. 1993 and 1998.

Make Cooper Tires
Your First Choice!
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*New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
*Excellent Warranties
c•
.Free Balancing With Tire Purchase
*A.
Accepted
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,.,
Warehouse Tire cooper
TIRES

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Junior Emily Herndon paced
MSU with a fourth-place finish in
a field of 43 runners, covering the
4.000-meter course in 15:54
Women's Rowing

Dan Lavit - who helped start
the rowing program at MSU in
1996 - will be the interim head
coach for the Racers until a fulltime coach i. hired

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL POLL

MILESTONE WIN...Tom Glavine became a 20-game winner
for the fifth time in his career as the Atlanta Braves reduced
their magic number to three in the NL East,
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- The top teams in
the Kentucky Associated Press high school
football polls, with first-place votes, records,
total points and previous rankings.
4A
1
5-0
129
1. Lou. Male (12)
109
5-0
3
2. Lou. Trinity (1)
100
5-1
2
3. Lou. St. Xavier
59
5
3-2
4. Lea. Paul Dunbar
5-1
59
(tie) Lou. Manual
9
5-0
57
6. Meade County
4
3-2
53
7. Lea. Bryan Station
4-1
44
10
8. North Hardin
26
6
3-2
9. Marshall County
14 5-0
10. Johnson Central
Others receiving votes. Boone Co. 13, Lou.
Ballard 12, Boyd Co. 9, Lex, Henry Clay
7, Scott Co. 7, Hopkinsville 6, Oldham Co.
5, Pyle 5, Apollo 1,
3A
4-1
1
129
1, Highlands (12)
3
105
6-0
2. Bowling Green
4
92
5-0
3. Rockcastle County
5-0
79
5
4. Harrison County
5-1
61
2
5. Owensboro (1)
56
5-0
7
6. Lou. Waggener
42
9
5-1
7. Sheldon Clark
31
6
5-0
8. Paducah Tilghman
5-0
20
9 Whitley County
16
3-2
10. Lincoln County
Others receiving votes. Calloway Co. 14,
Bell Co 14, Lou Central 9, Franklin-Simpson 8, Dixie Heights 7. Allen Co -Scottsville

7, Greenup Co. 5, East Jessamine 4,
Lawrence Co. 4, Pulaski Southwestern 4,
Warren East 3, Franklin Co. 2, Warren Central 2, Hopkins Co, Central 1.
2A
1
6-0
120
1. Boyle County (13)
5-1
101
3
2. Corbin
97
5-1
2
3. Lexington Catholic
4-1
5
86
4. Glasgow
4-1
4
61
5. Middlesboro
4-1
6
se
6. LaRue County
3-2
54
7. Breathitt County
5-1
40
9
8 Mercer County
7
25
3-2
9 Belfry
10
4-2
18
10. Mason County
Others receiving votes. Green Co. 14. Casey
Co. 11. Russell 8, Garrard Co. 7, Whites'
burg 2, Russell Co. 1, Elizabethtown 1,
Caldwell Co. 1, Taylor Co. 1.
1A
1
124
5-0
Beechwood (9)
2
5-0
112
2. Mayfield (2)
92
3
6-0
3. Pikeviiie (1)
5
78
5-0
4. Somerset (1)
4-1
72
6
5. Danville
4
67
5-0
6. Bellevue
9
46
7 Campbellsville
5-1
40
7
3-1
8 Bardstown
24 9. Trigg County
5-0
4-2
18
10
10. Russellville
Others receiving votes. Hancock Co 15,
Murray 12, Harrodsburg 8, Paintsvolle 4. Berea
1, Hazard 1, Fleming-Neon 1

_lleritage Monument Co.
Keepsake Monuments, Inc.
•Computer generated designs
•Competitive prices
•Memorialization is our only business
•Large outdoor and indoor display
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333
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